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HIGH AND LOW
Low tonight and high Wcdnes- 
, day atKetowna 32* and 36. Tem- 
' perature* recorded Monday 23 
and 38 With .01 inches of rain.
. i
The FORECASTCloudy with a few sunny periods today add Wednesday. Occasional light snow tonight and Wednesday morning. little  change in teg* perature. Winds light.
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couver MLA Mel Bryan said 
today he has no Intention of 
resigning his seat.
“1 was elected by the people 
of North Vancouver and not 
the Social Credit League. 1 
have no'Intention of resigning, 
he said.
NORTH VANCOUVER (C P )-  
Harold Harkley, president of the 
North Vancouver Social Credit 
Association, said today the (asso­
ciation will ask MLA Mel Bryan 
to resign his seat in the legisla­
t u r e  where he deserted Soda' 
Credit ranks and crossed the 
floor to the opposition side.
Mr. Harkley said the resigna­
tion request will be the next step 
after the constituency association 
expels the 45-year-old North Van­
couver member who was elected 
as a "Social Credit candidate in 
the 1956 provincial election.
The association e x e c u t i v e  
voted last night that Mr. Bryan 
be expelled from the party for 
his floor-crossing action in pro­
test against government handling 
of accusation against ,f o r  m e r  
lands and forests minister Rol> 
ert Sommers. Mr. Bryan had 
asked in the legislature for the 
resignation of Attorney-General 
Robert Bonner. / _
V The executive’s recommends 
tion will go before a Special 
membership meeting to be held 
in the near future. .
if)
/#
M AR C H IN G  M OTHERS COLLECT 
$4,000 IN KIN POLIO "B LIT Z
Over $4,000 was collected by more than 400 “March­
ing Mothers” in the one-hour polio “blitz” last night.
Kelowna Kinsmen, sponsors of the drive are confident 
the $4^500 objective will be reached. Returns have yet to 
be received from Okanagan Mission, Glenmore, Westbank 
and Rutland. Rural residents were contacted by letter and 
telephone.
“We are very gratified* over the warm response,” a 
Kinsmen Gub spokesman stated.
4 Parties Manoeuvre 
In Pre-Election Sallies
OTTAWA
ties made pre-election manoeu- 
■es on Parliament Hill Monday
(CP)—All four par-vention which chose Franjt Mc­
Gee, the incumbent, as the Pro­
gressive Conservative candidate 
for York-Scarborough.
It is strange," he said, "to 
find the Liberals, who knpw all 
the facts, blaming the Conserv­
atives for unemployment when 
actually the responsibility rests 
squarely on their shoulders.”
VICTORIA (CP)—A rebel So­
cial Credit backbencher crossed 
the iloor of the British Columbia 
legislature Monday and took his 
place in the Opposition after dra­
matically declaring his "com­
plete loss of confidence”  in the 
government and the premier,
Mel Bryan, serving his first 
term, became Independent merp* 
ber for North Vancouver less 
than a week after demanding At 
torney-Gcneral Robert Bonner’s 
resignation oyer the Sommers 
case.
• Former lands and forests min­
ister Robert Sommers, MLA for 
Rossland-Trai! , stands charged 
by the RCMP with conspiring to 
accept bribes. Allegations were 
made against Mr. Sommers two 
years before Mr. Bonner ordered 
the RCMP to take actlom 
NO POLITICS
Last Wednesday Mr. Bryan 
said the case should have been 
dealt with “without any concern 
for political questions or party 
loyalties."
"I asked for the attorney-gen 
, eral’s resignation because I felt 
sincerely he had demonstrated a 
complete lack of appreciation of 
the basic concepts inherent in 
the office he holds,” Mr, Bryan 
said Monday.
"I guess I was naive.
" I  thought the attorney-general 
—or the government—would at 
least take notice of my remarks 
•nd reply one way or the other.
“It now is evident that neither 
the premier nor the attorney-gen­
eral Intends to act on my request 
. , . they have been silent and 
1 have to interpret that silence 
as their answer.”
NO ALTERNATIVE 
Because of the continued si­
lence, he said, he now felt the 
original criticism should havg 
been directed “not;only to the 
attorney-general but to the pre­
mier and the government.”
", . . 1 have no alternative but 
to cross the floor of this House 
—thus demonstrating my com 
‘ plete loss of confidence in tly 
government which supports th< 
present attorney-general.” 
PREMIER ANGRY 
Premier Bennett rose, shaking
Wealthy Grigg, R.N., Kel­
owna’s Good Citizen of 1957 
is . shown receiving the Good 
Citizen plaque from Mrs. T.
F; McWilliam, who was awar­
ded the trophy the previous 
year. In the background is Mrs. 
H. J. Van Ackeren, president of
the Soroptimist club, which 
sponsors the presentation.
(Courier Staff Photo)
Good Citizenship Award O f 1957
To Wealthy Grigg, R .N
vr
and Prime Minister Diefenbaker 
and Liberal Leader Lester B. 
P e a r s o n ’ actually exchanged 
shots.
Mr. Pearson told a press con­
ference "jobs and. trade” would 
be his party’s main election cam­
paign issues. The Liberals would 
hit at government refusal to deal 
with unemployment “except in 
isolated measures.”
Mr. Djefenbaker, in an inter 
view, countered with: “The Cana­
dian people will realize that the 
reasons for the unemployment 
situation were the tight money 
policy, of the liberal government 
arid its failure to maintain our 
markets.”
CCF MEETS TODAY
In other election activity, the 
Social C r e d i t  group held 
caucus—a closed-doors- meeting 
of MPs—and the CCF announced 
its national executive is to meet 
in Toronto today to plan strat­
egy. •
The Liberals held two caucuses 
while the cabinet met once, and 
the prime minister also met 




OTTAWA (CP)—Prime Minister Diefenbaker said today 
he expects the CPR and its firemen's union to resume negotia­
tions following the report of a royal commission recommend­
ing that firemen be removed from freight and yard diesel engines 
on that railway.
“I would naturally expect that there would be negotia* 
tions”, the prime minister said. <
■ Mr. Diefenbaker said he understands that, after the royal, 
commission was set up about a year ago, there was an agree-" 
ment between the CPR and the Brotherhood of Locomotivo 
Firemen and Engincmcn (CLC) that they would re-enter nego­
tiations on the diesel issue once the commission reported.
Kelowna’s Good Citizen of 1957, 
Miss Wealthy Grigg, was honored 
last evening at a banquet held at 
the Royal Anne Hotel by the Sor­
optimist Club of Kelowna.
Presentation of the Good Cit­
izen award was made by Aid. 
Jack Treadgold, acting on behalf 
of Mayor R. F. Parkinson, and 
Mrs. T. F. McWilliams, Kelowna’s 
Good Citizen for 1956. Mrs. H. J. 
Van Ackeren, president of the 
Soroptomist Club, bestowed upon 
Miss Grigg the Good Citizen pin.
On behalf of the Registered 
Nurses.’ Association, the president 
Mrs. Charles Patrick presented 
Miss Grigg with a silver cigaret 
box, which will be suitably en­
graved
Instituted by the Soroptomist
Club two weeks after the forma- the late Nurse Edgell, and Mrs.
with anger, and charged the de- 
mcmber with having 
'•packed" his nominating conven
parting 
"pack
tlon With friends In the 1956 pro­
vincial election campaign,
Observers drew a parallel be­
tween Mr* Bryan's action and one 
by Mr. Bennett seven years ago.
In 1951, after a scries of bat* 
licit with the coalition govern­
ment. Premier Bennett quit his 
Conservative Reij, to sit pa an 
independent. The next year .he 
led the Social Credit patty to vic­
tory • )  a minority government.
C A N A D A 'S  HIGH 
.  .  A N D  LOW
J
Victoria 
The r . s
M t t M M M O I M
tion of the local branch jn 1952, 
the Good Citizen award is made 
annually to the individual in the 
community whose life of service 
and example to others, best quali­
fies him or her to receive it.
Mrs. Van Ackeren said in pre­
senting the token pin, " . . .  the 
making of this presentation is not 
just a matter of selecting one 
person in the community as the 
Good Citizen, but rather it means 
that one outstanding citizen has 
been chosen for 1957, who, 
through her particular line of 
duty, love, and loyalty, has con­
tributed to, ahd set the standard 
for rising junior citizens."
Good Citizens of former years 
Include Mrs. T. F. McWilliams, 
William Metca’Je, Dr. W. J . Knox,
-■> V f&l ft ,-tjl ' 1,* * 1,1 >'
V
H. W. Arbuckle. <
“It is not difficult to do a good 
job when one is engaged in work 
she loves,” Miss Grigg remarked 
in accepting the award.
Born in Ontario, MissV Grigg 
came to Kelowna as a child, and 
received her education here. She 
received her first two years of 
training as a nurse at the Kel­
owna General Hospital, which 
was a training hospital at that 
time. Her third year of special 
training was taken at Vancouver 
General Hospital, and upon grad­
uation she joined the staff of the 
local hospital in 1928. At present 
Miss Grigg is operating super­
visor, and in April will have 
completed 30 years of service to 
Kelowna residents.
Last evening’s well - attended 
banquet was favored with two 
solos by Mrs. Harold Glenn/ nc 
companied by Mrs. Cowle at the 
piano.
TORONTO (CP)—Justice Min­
ister Fulton Monday night indi­
cated unemployment and sup­
pression of economic documents 
will be among his-party’s cam 
paigning points for the March 31 
general election.
He spoke at a nominating con-
Scientific Panel 
Will Be Held A t 
Sr. High School
Due to unforsccn circumstances; 
the scientific forum sjated for 
Wednesday evening will now be 
hold at the high school auditor­
ium, and not the Aquatic as or­
iginally planned.1
F o u r  outstanding spenkors 




Whether Frank Christian, Pen­
ticton lawyer and member of 
Parliament for the Okanagan- 
Boundary constituency, will carry 
the Social Credit banner into 
the March 31 federal election will 
b,e known Feb. 19.
The Okanagan-Boundary Social 
Credit Association has announced 
that its nomination convention 
will be held that day (Feb. 19) at 
Okanagan Falls.
Unless Mr. Christian decides to 
withdraw, his name is expected 
to be placed before the con­
vention.
Other possibles include John 
Crittenden, Westbank, who was 
runner-up to Mr. Christian in the 
previous nominating convention, 
and an unidentified Grand Forks 
business man.'5
KAISER BILL'S MEDAL
A. K. Loyd,- well-known local duccd copies of the coin to em­
phasize the enormity of the Gcr-resldcnt, ,has in his possession a 
rare coin (pictured above) which 
commemorates the crew of a 
German. U-boat for sinking the 
Cunard I lines Lusitania off .tho 
Irish const In 1915, ,
' Mr. .Load obtained the coin 
several years ago when in Eng­
land. \There were oqly 25 or 30 
originals struck by Kaiser Wil­
helm 11. but later Britain pro­
man aubinurlnt; commander's 
net
On one side of the medallion Is 
inscribed a picture of the Lusi­
tania—carrying guns apd planes 
-T-slnklng in flamcc,
The other side, ns can be seen 
in the above photo, portrays the 
figure of drain issuing tickets to 
passengers who refuse to heed 
the threat of submarine attack.
Rutland M an Hurt 
In 2-Car Collision
A middlc-nged man had to bo 
treated at hospital for injuries 
last night., as a result of a two- 
car collision at Bernard and 
Ethel around 8:30,
The casualty, believed to be 
a Mr. Frocllch of Rutland, was 
nllowcd to return homo nftcr 
treatment. '
Police said at noon today that 
full reports of the accident had 
not been filed. Damage; was fairly 
heavy.
PASADENA, Calif. (AP)—Evi­
dence that man could live in a 
satellite is being radioed back 
continually to the men monitor­
ing the first American moon.
Temperatures inside the satel­
lite are well within the range 
that human beings can tolerate 
and so far there has been no 
damage front) meteoritlcs, Scien­
tists have disclosed.
They added that the satellite’s 
instruments also have confirmed 
the long-standing belief that cos­
mic radiation in space usually is 
well within the safe exposure lim­
its for man. Hence these rays 
will not be a menace to space 
flight,
ROOM TEMPERATURE
The men who , (developed the 
United States satellite told a press 
conference t h a t  temperatures 
within the tiny man-made moon 
nre somewhere, between 10 and 
30 d e g r e e s  Centigrade. That 
means between 50 and 86 de­
grees Fahrenheit,, or ns scientists 
say, "room temperature."
"We designed the' satellite to 
maintain these temperatures ‘ 
said Dr. A, R. Hibbs, "and coded
Facts
messages radioed, back from the 
satellite indicate our plans were 
successful.”
Hibbs, 33, Is section chief of the 
satellite research program of Cal­
ifornia Institute of Technology's 
jet propulsion laboratory.
Motorists Pick Up 
Only 1,100 Plates
Up to poor) todolay passenger car 
owners in me city and district 
had called a t the Court House for 
a tittle less than 1,100 pew licence
plates.. 1 ' 1 . ' " ,
This was about one-sixth of the 
total amount of 6.500 allotted for 
distribution in the Kelowna area.
TC A  To Start 
New Overseas 
A ir Service
1 Trans Canada Airlines will In 
nugurnte a new and faster direct 
service from Vancouver to Lon­
don, Eng., commencing in early
TCA officials this morning said 
aircraft wll go via the northern 
route and will reduce actual fly­
ing time from Vancouver to Lon­
don to 10 hours and 40 minutes, 
Stops will be mnde at Winnipeg 
and at Gander, For example, an 
aircraft leaving Vancouver at 8 
a.m. today will arrive in England 
at 11:40 a.m; tomorrow,
BULLETIN
WASHINGTON <AP) — The 
Alaska International rail and 
highway commission today an­
nounced plans to study rail and 
highway facilities in British 
Columbia and the Yukon.
MONTREAL (CP)—A showdown possibly leading to a 
firemen’s strike on both major Canadian railways took shape 
today in the wake of a royal commission’s findings that diesel 
helpers are unnecessary on freight and yard operations.
The CPR announced it will seek in new contract negotia­
tions to assume “sole discretion” of the use of firemen on other 
than steam-power locomotives.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engincmcn 
CLC said through a top official that “we will try to do every­
thing to avoidk a strike but I’m quite sure that our members 
would rather strike than submit to the proposals of the Kellock 
royal commission.”
Vice - president W. E. Gamble just one man on a gradual diver- 
of the brotherhood said union of- sion. 
ficials representing members on 
both railways will meet here 
Monday or Tuesday to chart fu­
ture action.
EXTREMELY SERIOUS
He said today’sv royal commis­
sion report, upholding CPR con­
tentions that diesel helpers — or 
firemen—are superfluous on rail 
and yard operations, are “ex­
tremely serious, the more so be­
cause of the CNR action.”
The.CNR served notice on the 
union Monday — the deadline— 
that it would attempt to limit 
firemen service on diesels.
A statement today from" W. T.
Wilson, CNR vice - president for 
personnel, said the present agree­
ments expire March 31 and re­
negotiations began Feb. 3. Notice 
had been served "that it is our 
intention that the agreements be 
re-negotiated so as to give the 
company the right'to assign fire 
men, at its sole discretion, on 
other than steam power.”
The findings of the Kellock 
commission will, of course, in­
fluence directly the company’s 
position ift the negotiations.”
ABIDE BY RULING/
A statement from president. N.
R. Crump of the CPR said Cana­
dian Pacific will abide by the 
commission ruling "as it, under­
took to do at the time the com­
mission was established.” '
He said the finding "brings to 
an end this long-standing dispute 
in a manner consistent with the 
public interest in safe and effi­
cient rail transportation."
Mr. Crump said the railway 
will meet “at once” with the un 
ion to give effect to the report,
Mr. Crump said there are 
about 2,950 firemen now in CPR 
service. Only about 100 men who 
started as firemen after March 
31, 1956, will be laid off and these 
will received preference in re 
employment.
Mr. Gamble said that next 
week’s union meeting will repre , 
sent about 6,600 firemen on the 
two lines. The brotherhood's Ca' 
nndlnn membership was about 
9,000 but many are laid off, he 
said.
Mr. Crump’s statement said 
the CPR had not asked for any 
change in operating passenger 
service and firemen would be re 
talned. Two men—engineer and 
englncmnii—would be retained on 
freight, diesels rather than three 
nnd yard switchers would Use
OTTAWA (CP)—The Kellock 
royal commission on the CPR 
diesel issue has recommended 
flatly against union contentions 
that firemen are necessary on 
yard diesels, opening the pos­
sibility of a second crippling 
strike on that transcontinental 
railroad. ,
The three-man royal commls* , 
sion headed by former justice 
R. L. Kellock of the Supreme, 
Court of Canada, in a finding 
made publje today, held that fire­
men are not necessary , on CPR ’ 
freight and yard-,dieseisj« |
The Brotherhood • of Locomo­
tive Firemen and Englnemen 
(CLC) struck over this issue in 
January, 1957. with the CPR’s 
rail system tied up for nine days.
It was the second-biggest rail 
paralysis in the. country’s his­
tory topped only oy a 1950 strike 
o f  non-operating employees tha.t 
crippled both the major railways. 
MAY CONTINUE FIGHT 
In the CPR dispute, the union 
has stated it will have to con­
sider the report of the royal com­
mission before deciding whether 
to continue its fight with the ’ 
company. ' ■
The CPR has announced that 
it • will accept the recommend­
ations of the commission. The 
company did this before the hear­
ings opened early last year. ‘
The union has been trying to 
hold its members’ jobs on dier 
sels, and its scrap in Canada is 
connected with a larger one that 
has been going on in the United 
States for about two years. 7  
The U.S. roads have tried to get 
rid of firemen on yard and 
freight1 diesels. But these com­
panies—about 85 of them—with­
drew the proposal In the summer 
of 1!}56 in negotiations. So did 
Canada’s publicly-owned Cana­
dian National Railways.
CPR ONLY HOLDOUT 
The CPR /remained the lone 
holdout against the union among 
North American railways, and It 
took the brunt of the 1057 strike, 
which was e n d e d  eventually 
under the influence of the pre­
vious Liberal administration. <
The report Is not binding on 
either of the disputants.
In its finding, the royal com­
mission answered a flat "no” to 
the question of whether firemen 
are needed on diesel engines in 




sand pulp and paper workers re­
turn to mi|ls nlong the British 
Columbia coast today, ending an 
82-day strike which cost the prov­
ince m Orethan 350,000.900.
Announcement that the strike 
will end nt noon PST today wfts 
made Monday night in Portland, 
Ore., by vice-president Albert E. 
Brown , o f« the ‘ United Papef- 
makers n n d  Paper Workers 
Union. Brown snld the union had 
voted, "by a substantial major­
ity" to 1 approve a settlement 
worked out last week with ''the 
seven companies affected by the 
strike.
Ten per «ei)t of the world’s 
newsprint production was tied up 
Nov, 14 when members of the 
United Popermaker* gnd tho In 
ternatlonnl Brotherhood of Pulp, 
Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers 
went on strike atjaine mills.
Last w eekit was estimated the 
stoppage had cost $50,000,000 in 
production • tosses, $5,000,000 in 
payroll losses, and more than $1,- 
000.000 in union strike pay. Tim 
•^Unemployment Insurance Com*
mission estimated 7,000 persons 
in related industries lost work pa 
a result of tho strike.,
The settlement gives the unions 
two-year contract with a VA- 
per-cent wage increase retroac­
tive to July 1, 1957, and a fur­
ther two-per-ccnt raise July 1, 
1956, , , ■ , i ....
Tho contract also provides for 
three weeks, vacation for men 
with 10 years’ service this year 
and for those with five years’
service from May 1, 1059; fur­
ther increases for mechanics, 
rahplng from three to five cents 
an" hour; modification of penal­
ties; and Negotiation of seniority 
disputes,' . , '
The 714 - por *• cent Ingrcaso— 
recommended by a 1 conciliation 
board and originally rejected by 
tho unions; which asked for 12* 
per cent—will bring the min* 
imum wage to about 81,01 On 
hour. ■ .* .
1957 Figures Show Okanagan 
Had Record Election Turnout
C. ^ s t f a n  of Penticton a 125*A record number of Okanagan 
Boundary voters turned out to 
the polls Juno 10, 1957. Official 
figures show that, 76.7 per cent 
or 24,622 of a possible 32,094 
eligible , voters 1 east ballots.. In 
1933, 70.6 per cent of those elig­
ible voted. \
Final tally gave Socred Prank
O. L, Jones, who stood for re- 
cleetlqn. "Christian received 7,409 
votes; Jones, 7^40,
,, pipgrosslvchConicrvutlvo , can­
didate. David Pugh polled 6,301 
votes,- followed,by, Liberal can* 
d Ida to Dr* Mel Butler wl(j» 3,030,
f .
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To. Have .Overall Majority 
Gov't Must Gain"20 Seats
• T T T A W A  REPO RT
Mr. Diefenbaker has -called a mineral 
election for March 31st, the first winter 
general election in 18 years. He has sought 
to enlist public sympathy for such a move 
by arguing that “it is impossible, to operate / 
efficiently in a minority position.”* One must 
wonder why it is impossible. What govern­
ment policies have been frustrated or handi­
capped in any way by the fact that the 
Conservatives arc not a clear majority in 
the House of Commqns? Certainly no poli­
cies that Mr. Diefenbaker has publicly an* 
pounced; if anything has in fact been made 
impossible for him, it is something that he 
has not told Parliament and the Canadian 
people about. Would it not be proper demo­
cratic politics to announce such policies be­
fore complaining that they are being pre­
vented? If the secret policies are ones that 
would in fact win public approval if they 
were known, the chances are that Mr. Dief­
enbaker could have gotten them through 
Parliament without any> trouble at all.
Nevertheless, one can sympathize with 
Mr. DiefcnbakerY desire to strengthen his 
position through an increase in his followers 
in the House. Certainly a majority in the 
House would give the government greater 
confidence through the elimination of de- 
'pending upon support from Opposition 
members. A working majority through the 
very elimination of constant uncertainty 
• could enable the government to advance its 
policies without consideration of the un­
predictable Opposition vote. A working 
majority should provide better government.
In calling an election, Mr. Diefenbaker 
ffcas done the expected and the political thing. ' 
:lt is questionable whether he was wise in 
.calling a winter election and one which pro­
vides the bare minimum time for a campaign. 
This latter probably is part of the Conserv- 
% ative strategy, as it gives the opposition p a r 
ties a shorter time to organize and to present 
their criticisms;
The two splinter parties are definitely 
unhappy about 4he election;'They had na­
turally hoped that the recent conditions, 
which provided them with a balance-of-power 
position in the House and thus a strong 
bargaining position, would continue. They 
can see, too, that they have a very serious 
fight on-their hands to hold the seats they 
now have. It would seem that Canada is 
wisely returning to the two party system of 
government and it may be expected that 
the tempo of this trend will be increased in 
the forthcoming voting. Present conditions 
suggest that it will be something of a surprise 
if either CCF or Social Credit retains its 
present numerical strength in the Parliament 
which will be convened after March 31.
The Liberals, of course,- tote‘ not In a 
happy position. They enter a general clec- 
tioh campaign within a month* after selecting 
a new leader. Obviously, they needed more 
time to put thejr house in order. There is 
also the point that their organizations at the 
local level are somewhat.disorganized and 
dispirited following theif defeat of Jast June. 
Whether Mr. Pearson can inject sufficient 
fight into them is a question which only the 
next two months can answer. Here again, 
the Conservative strategy was-to bring on 
the Tight before their main opponents, the 
Liberals, could get reorganized.
The Conservatives enter the campaign 
with the best prospects of any of the con­
testants. They ate the government in power. 
At this date they are the only party which 
would seem to have a chance of an overall 
majority and thus of forming a stable gov­
ernment. Their national organization, and 
their local organizations are flushed with 
the successes scored last June. They are 
apparently on the upswing and naturally full 
ot enthusiasm. To obtain a bare overall ma­
jority in the new Parliament, the Conserva­
tives must hold the 113 seats they now have 
and capture at least 20 more. Newfoundland, 
Quebec and British Columbia doubtless will 
be their main hope for increased support. 
Quebec, with its age-old penchant for get­
ting on the band wagon, may well provide 
them with a number of seats. Newfoundland, 
too, may well see things in the same light, 
although the province is too new to provide 
a reasonable assessment of the strength of 
the Liberal hold on its voters. British Col­
umbia, however, has a strange tendency to 
send members to the Opposition side of the 
- House. However, it would seem reasonable 
to expect that, under the present circum 
stances, and remembering the general past 
tendency of this province toward the Con­
servatives, that party should increase its 
representation from B.C. If it should do so, 






By THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLE
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Taking everything into consideration, at 
this date—and this new'spaper talks of elec­
tions only as of today, not tomorrow, be­
cause the political scene can change very 
rapidly—it would seem the Diefenbaker gov­
ernment will be returned on March 31st anc 
there is some reason to hope it will have an 
overall majority. This opinion' may be 
strengthened or modified as the campaign 
progresses and the effectiveness of the Lib 
eral campaign is demonstrated.
Certain it is, the next two months wil 
provide plenty of political excitement anc 
the campaign in this province particularly 
will be as energetic and as nojsy as any in 
many, many years.
. Some economists say we 
must quit buying so much in 
order to defeat inflation, while 
others insist that we must keep 
On spending if we wish to 
maintain the country’s prosper­
ity. Within the family there is 
tjic same difference of opinion,
P ded along the customary s of dear old dad vs. cvcry- 
y else.
•  .♦ *v
V Scientists, says a news re 
rfort, suspect that events on 
the sun nmy have a profound 
influence on the world’s wca- 
tyerc. According to the tem­
perature here lately the events 
mustn’Lbo so hot.
The husband who, according 
to his wife, can do nothing 
right, is likewise afraid to do 
anything wrong.
* , * "•*
A publicity agent, suggests 
an American columnist, is a 
man who confuses freedom of 
the press with freedom of the 
press agent. .
* * *
Odds against holding a per­
fect hand in Gin Rummy (be­
ing able to go “Gin” without 
drawing another card) are one 
in 888,000. The chances of 
getting a 10-card sequence in 
one suit in the same game are 
one in 988,751,514.
More golfers get swellec 
heads by what they do at the 
19th hole than by their ex 
ploits on the other 18.
* * *
Teachers are advised to chat 
with the parents of their pupils 
That’s a good idea but we’ 
bet some parent could get an 
earful from the tachers as to 
why Johnny can’t read.
• • *
SAY! WHAT ABOUT 
ST. GEORGE?
As I write these words, a stack 
of people with outlandish accents 
are going to work on something 
known by the revolting name of 
HAGGIS. Jn short this is Burns 
Night and Burns, it seems, wrote 
poetry and other things, and used 
such dreadful -words that my 
vocal cords never could get round 
to pronouncing them. There was 
another chappie who used to sing 
in this peculiar tongue. Lauder 
was his name, and thfere have 
been others of greater or lesser 
fame from that northern fastness, 
such as Sir Walter Scott and 
Scottie Angus. Gaelic, they tell 
me, is the name of this lingo, and 
something which can be matched, 
in the matter of nerve destruc­
tion, only by the sound , of the 
bag-pipes.
Sure, and before long, we’ll be 
treated to a lot of business about 
the wearing of the Green. The 
radio will be beset with tunes and 
songs .from that island off the 
coast of Britain, and we shall be 
hearing all about St. Patrick and 
the shamrock. Staunch people on 
one side of the religious fence 
will be going about wearing green 
ties and staunch people from the 
other side will be capering be­
hind a fife and drum band and 
King William on a white horse. I 
don’t suppose the Irish eat Hag­
gis. Maybe a vegetable called 
Taties would be their main 
course.
All of this enthusiasm for Burns 
and other products of the far 
north, on the one hand, and for 
St. Patrick and the Wearing of 
the Green, on the other, really 
makes me get my dander up, I 
can tell you. What about St. I down comfortably to that round 
George? Why don’t we English- of beef and Yorkshire pudding, or 
men set up a fine day of our I perhaps to a nice cuppa tea.
own and have a feast with a 
mighty man bringing in a huge 
roast of good English beef, suit­
ably surrounded by masses of 
Yorkshire pudding, which could 
be washed down with good Eng­
lish Ale. And don’t forget a jolly 
lump of suet pudding for dessert!
I am quite sure, between the lot 
of us we could cook up, perhaps 
in Yorkshire or Somerset, a dia­
lect just as horrific as Gaelic or 
as anything that ever came out 
of Eire
Somehow, in spite of my ardent 
plea that Englishmen should as­
sert themselves and set up their 
particular day, during which they 
would have a jolly nice rose-bud 
in the. lapel of their jackets, 
find it hard to imagine them do­
ing anything of the sort. English­
men are so refined, so retiring 
It is impossible to think o% them 
as having a special noise-making 
instrument such as the bag-pipes 
or the fife and drum afore-men­
tioned. They can’t possibly go 
about wearing outlandish clothes 
kilts and whatnot. They turn 
naturally to the bowler hat, con­
servative black coat, striped trou­
sers and rolled umbrella.
Nevertheless, I think we Eng­
lish ought to get together now 
and then, if for nothing else than 
to recall, as we smoke the old 
pipe, you know, how we used to 
scotch the Scots and Black and 
Tan the Irish in the good old 
days. Periodically we ought to 
startle the ordinary folk by 
shouting "St. George for Merrie 
England!” It should not be done 
without warnnig, however, lest 
there be a panic among the Scots 
and the Irish. Then when these 
have gone to ground, we can sit
A man and his wife are one, 
we’re told—except maybe whei 
they get into an argument and 
then they sound like a crowc
* * *i , \
A chap who came back to 
the. office after a week’s ̂ .ab­
sence reports that he’s fullylV  
covered from-the Asian flu but 
is still suffering from too muc 
daytime television.
Chief Electoral Officer 





It has been suggested that the 
official spelling of PENDOZI 
Street be changed, in order to 
comply with the original spelling 
of the Oblate Father’s name.
There is no finer way of honor­
ing the great men who explored 
and pioneered our country than 
to perpetuate their names in the 
geography of our land. Our lang­
uage is, however, a living thing 
and therefore changes in pro- 
mqiciation and spelling are con­
stantly taking place. Only in a 
dead language like Latin or He­
brew can there be any possibility 
of permanent spelling. All words 
(including proper names) have a 
current conventional spelling 
which may have been different 
in the past and probably will be 
different in the, future._The spell­
ing of names is not'made ;by leg­
islation, but by usage and accept­
ance. Tbe name of Pendozi Street 
has been spelt with an “e” and 
an "i” long enough to be com­
pletely accepted. We honor the 
memory of the kindly, fearless 
priest in spite of the slight change 
in spelling.
To the purists who wish to "cor­
rect” the current concentional 
spelling of place names which 
have become altered over the 
years, I would point out that 
their field of endeavour is ex 
tensive: Fraser River is called 
after that intrepid North-wester 
who spelt his name with a “z” . 
Bering Straits were so named in 
honor of the Danish navigator, 
whose name has lost an “h” in 
the past two hundred years. The 
pleasant little town of Duncan, on 
Vancouver Island, had an “s” on 
the end until very recently; and 
Vancouver Island was named by 
the Royal Navy Captain, not af­
ter himself but after the Spanish 
Governor at Nootka and hlrpself. 
For more than fifty years , the 
name of the Island honored bpth
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
(Specially Written for The 
Kelowna Dally Courier) ,
OTTAWA—Every politician has 
experienced the t r a d i t l o p a l  
smoke-filled rooms. But there is 
no MP who has repeatedly en- 
dured the horrors of smoke-filled 
rooms in the same way askfurdo 
Martin, the new, CCF member for 
Timmins.
For the tough stocky Mr. Mar­
tin was a fire-fighter., before he 
was elected to Parliament last 
June.
During the debate on the 
amendment to the National Hous­
ing Act, he spoke up about the 
danger of the firctrdps which? 
scar every community in this 
second richest country in the 
world.
His words still echo round the 
comfortable and nearly fire-proof 
House of Commons. And they are 
re-echoed each morning when we 
hear the radio news bulletin, ever 
trying to start our day cheerfully, 
announce "Four children were 
burned to death in their frame 
bungalow last night."
Mr. Martin told Parliament of 
his first-hand experiences of this 
almost daily tragedy.
On different occasions I have 
straggled through smoke-filled 
rooms and carried out bodies of 
little children burned to death in 
these firetraps,” he toIB his fel­
low MPs. "If honourable mem­
bers could undergo that absolute­
ly unforgettable experience,'they 
would realize that this is a prob­
lem which we are going to have 
to meet in this country."
AFTER THE HOSES 
When I  later asked Mr. Martin 
to describe some o f  these unfor­
gettable horrors, he told me of 
one flaming bungalow where un­
fortunately the doors had all been 
opened and the windows broken 
in fruitless rescue attempts. 
These openings created currents 
of air which fanned the raging 
flames. The whole home was 
ablate when fire-fighter Martin, 
the first .into action', started 
knocking down the flames with 
his hose.
From that home of ^
told me, he later carried out tho * 
bodies of four babies tuu  .» * —4  ’ 
children, all wrapped in the aaipe ) 
charred blanket. They had all 
died of-suffocation in their sleep, 
the agonizing scorches of the 
flames not licking them until the 
dense smoke had completed Its 
murder—fortunately. - , !
Like Mr. Martin, his neighbor 
and fpllow MP, Arnold • Pct&rs 
from Timiskaming w a s  also 
prominent among those who 
spoke in this debate about the 
shame of our slums and the social • 
scourge of our substandard hous- 1 
lng as well as the danger of our. ; 
firetrapi. -
Mr. Martin pointed out that the 
same slum areas produce not 
only the major portion of fire 
calls but also* the major portion 
of police calls. •
YOUR COMMUNITY 
AN*) MINE
The MP for Timmins and the 
MP for Kirkland Lake were not 
pointing a finger In accusation of 
their own pr any other commun- 
,<*v in this. They were Dointing a 
.finger at the whole of Canada, , 
for every city,, every town and jj 
every village is guilty.
Take the matter of firetraps. 
As Mr. Martin explained to me, 
every house built ten years ago 
or earlier , was equipped with 
electric wiring adequate f o r  
lighting and very little else. .Since 
1948, perhaps forty or fifty dif- : 
ferent types of electric gadgets 
have been put on'.the market end 
all are within the; financial reach 
of the "dollar down and a  dolla/ 
for life” buyers.
This spate of elecrtic gadgets 
makes life easier. But it makes 
death-come easier, too. ■
Mr. Martin served his commun­
ity and his country well , with his 
criticism based on his experi­
ence of horrors. We can expect 
to hear more from him in the 
future, in his worthwhile drive 
to make our homes safe for us 
to live in, rather than involun- 
tary reproductions of that agoniz­
ing death which the first Cana­
dians reserved for the less for­
tunate or less swift-footed of our 
forbears.
*. L. t'K$ ‘itK V-fjbe's ■ j , l yv -< ^
’ * * ..........
i» iS {  ■L-fsrv'jjl
I V* 1 V-. -
OTTAWA (CP)~Operation of a 
general election in Canada re­
quires an army of tens of thou­
sands of official election workers, 
about 550 tons of printed mate­
rial and intricate planning.
But the election machinery was 
all in readiness for a smooth, 
swift Start Saturday evening fol­
lowing thq announcement that 
the country will go to the polls 
Monday, March 31.
Chief Electoral Officer Nelson 
Cnstonguny immediately teleg­
raphed returning officers in ev­
ery constituency to put into 
operation the instructions issued 
many weeks ago.
They were ready last Novem­
ber to tackle the first major Job 
enumeration, of the estimated 
9,000,000 eligible voters ncross
\
W-,*
> t 4 C04)|*vt p  OPERATE TOWN INDUSTRY
i! citizen* are last year:,ptut It now operated 
taru trust company. Employee* 
ot the compnny and otiu.
k \\'t h. ," »
Into receivership
jteru-hnve fPrrdcd „a wnr-r-n. 
tlvd to finance and operate 
Chirico, and they will bid for 
ownership a* sooq a* they haw
collected enough hinds. Russell 
-ScUcrington, left, Bruno Bedard 
and Dr, Ernest Sparling were 
elected director# of the co-op
and they are selling shares In 
$?00 lots,
of them, but during the past hun­
dred years it has become come 




ST. LOUIS (AP)-A surprise 
snowstorm that'' continued with-; 
out letup fof eleven hours left 
hundreds stranded overnight In 
factories and school^ here, 1 
The 11-Inch snowfall was the 
city’* greatest since November, 
1951, when a 12-inch fall set a 
30-ycar record.
The atorm began less than half 
an hour niter the weather bureau 
forecast "light t, rain, possibly 
mixed with snow/’ Thousands 
went to work or #chool unpre­
pared.
The McDonnell Aircraft Cor­
poration dismissed, 1,500 employ­
ees fat It* plant northwest of St. 
Louis early in the afternoon, but 
most had been unable to leave 
the plonj Friday night, The com­
pany supplied coffee, doughnuts 
and movies.
the country. At that time, about 
100 tons of printed forms and In­
structions for enumeration were 
shipped from the central elec­
toral office here.
START NEXT MONDAY
On Monday, Feb, 10, some 58,- 
000 workers will start a week of 
listing voters’ names.
Another 250 tons of printed 
material, I n c l u d i n g  1,500,000 
for i n s e r t i o n  of candidates’ 
names, will be shipped between 
now nnd polling day.
The cost of holding the elec­
tion-excluding expenditures by 
expenditures by the candidates 
and ■ parties themselves—will bo 
a record, ,
Mr. Cnstonguny estimates the 
March 31 election will cost the 
public treasury $9,434,250. That is 
an increase of some $2,725,000 
from the cost of the June 10. elec­
tion last year, due mainly to 
ilghcr payments to enumerators, 
polling officials nnd printers.
Island and part being transferred 
to a street in Victoria. In spite of 
this drastic alteration to the name 
of the largest island in British 
Columbia, we honor Captain Van­




10 YEARS AGO 
February, 1948
To increase freight handling 
service on Okanagan Lake in 
time for the anticipated heavy 
fruit movement next fall, the 
CNR has placed orders with B.C. 
shipyards for a tug and barge. 
Yarrows Limited, Esquimau, 
have received the tug contract. 
A Vancouver firm, West Coast 
Shipbuilders Limited, will con­
struct the barge. Both vessels 
will be shipped to Kelowna by 
rail and assembled here. Value 
of the contracts exceeds $350,000.
One of the first residents of 
the Kelowna district where he 
had resided for the'past 55 years, 
Alexander “Sandy" Gordon, 76 
years of age, died at the family 
residence, 1446 St. Paul St. Born 
in Scotland, Mr. Gordon came to 
Canada in 1893, and resided in 
Vernon for six months before 
coming to the Orchard City. Mr. 
Gordon is survived by his wife; 
a daughter, Violet, and two 
grandchildren.
20 YEARS AGO 
February, 1938
W. A. C. Bennett, local hard­
ware merchant, was chosen for 
the second consecutive year as 
the president of the Kelowna 
Board of Trade. Other officers 
chosen were: vice-president, C. 
D. Patterson; secretary, E. W. 
Barton; executive: R. G. Ruther­
ford, S. T. Miller, C. Owen, Ben 
Hoy, R. F. Parkinson, G. E. 
Brown, and Ivor Newman. R. 
Whlllls will be the city council 
cpresentatlvc, W. F. Whtleway, 
etail Merchants Bureau repre­
sentative, and D. C, Fillmore
by the city power house, when 
members of the committee and 
as many as possible of the citi­
zens would proceed at once .to the 
wharf.
50 YEARS AGO 
February, 1908
A short article on the progress 
of Kelowna gives the following 
figures: City assessment $650,- 
000. CPR freight: imports, 4,088 
tons; exports, 4,999 tons. Highest 
total school attendance: 212
(1907). Gross postal revenue, 
nine Ynonths to March 31, 1907: 
$2,134.33. Number of names on 
city’s voters’ list: 369,
Sign Pacts
'CAIRO (Reuters) — President 
Nasser of Egypjt and Syria’s 
President Shukri el Kuwatly to­
day welded their countries into 
a single republic — the United 
Arab State.
The leaders signed documents 
sealing the union at a ceremony 
in Government House here as a 
wildly cheering throng outsido 
hailed the birth of the new state.
Nasser and Kuwatly, accom­
panied ,by Egyptian and Syrian 
government ministers, d r o v e  
from a final conference in Kub- 
beh Palace through dense, noisy 
crowds to Government House for 
the signing and proclamation.
ux





LONDON < CP )-A  report by 
the t o b a c c o  manufacturers’ 
standing committee says the 
United Kingdom is third-lnrgcst 
consumer of tobacco in the 
world, with a consumption of 
249,500,000 pounds o year. White 
South Africans smoke more per 
head than any other group and 
the United States comes second.
THE DAILY COURIER
R. P. MacLcun. Publisher 
Published every afternoon ex­
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Dcylo Avo., Kelowna, B.C. b} 
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trcrcln. AU rights dt republics- 
tion of special dispatches herein 
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WON IIIS BET
LONDON (CP) -  A bearded, 
slfghtly-bullt man took a £5 bet 
thnt ho could cat a serving of 
everything on tho monu at 
London airport restaurant. He 
collected after downing grape­
fruit, fruit Juice, porridge, ce­
real, bacon, eggs, kidney nnd 
toast, kippers, toast, rolls, but­
ter, mawnslndc, Jam, tea and 
coffee. It cost him £1 7s 6d.
BIBLE THOUGHT
30 YEARS AGO 
February, 1928 
rts submitted at the nn- 
ceting of the Agricultural 
odes Association showed 
the financial position of the so­
ciety ip be materially improved 
as compared with the previous 
year, At a subsequent mehtlng of 
the ncwiy-elccted board, E. II. 
Bailey wins named president, nnd 
L. Hoirvcw vicc-preffident.
4b YEARS AGO 
February, 1918
As a result of a combined 
meeting on committees appoint­
ed respectively by tho board of 
trade and tho city council to deal 
with the matter of giving a suit­
able welcome to returning sol­
diers Upon their arrival on the 
wharf[ from tile steamer, it was 
decided to nsw Captain Robert­
son of the SlonmouH to signal 
the town as before but with three 
short blasts only\ instead of the 
long whistling that formerly was 
the practice. This) would bo ac­
knowledged in a BlpiUnr manner
For thou, Lord, a rt good and 
ready to forgive. Psalm 86.5.
But the prodigal had to turn 
around and go back home, Hi* 
father was waiting.
NOTICE
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 
Delivery Service of Your
C OURIER 
Phone 44 4 5
Circulation Department 
KELOWNA COURIER 
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SPR IN G  PRINTS
IODE Sends Shipments Abroad; 
Local Chapter Holds Meeting
An Imperial Order Daughters 
of the Empire relief shipment of 
99 cases, weighing five tons, 
valued at 123,420.61, left Canada 
recently for refugee children inj 
Surope, Africa and Asia.
Mrs. R .'C . Latimer, National 
[ODE Services at Home and 
Abroad Secretary, said that the 
warm clothing, blankets, first-aid 
and X-ray supplies, powdered 
milk and handicraft material 
provided by chapters of the IODE 
across Canada were destined for 
refugee camps, infants’ homes, 
welfare centres, orphanages and 
TB hospitals in British Somali­
land, Kenya, Soudan, Germany, 
Italy, Austria, Greece and Korea.
These IODE supplies which 
left from the ports of Vancouver 
and Halifax and Saint John will 
be distributed by field teams of 
the British Save the Children 
Fund, who have always handled 
IODE relief shipments in these 
countries.
Since the war, the IODE has 
sent continuous aid to the desti­
tute children abroad. But, Mrs. 
Latimer said, our overseas help 
is only 20% of the more than 
half-a-million dollars we spend 
annually from our services de­
partments: 80% is spent in Can
HITHER AND YON
ada on local projects such as: 
clinics, veterans' hospitals, sani- 
toria, senior citizens, immigrants, 
libraries, summer camps, nurs­
eries, historic sites, Canadian 
disaster funds and emergency 
welfare.
The Dr. W. J. Knox chapter of 
the IODE executive committee 
meeting was held on January 31 
at the home of Mrs. Percy Petty- 
piece. Annual reports .were com­
piled and arrangements made 
for the annual meeting to be 
held on February 11. •
Senior Citizens' 
Party Successful
At trie Senior Citizen’s club 
card party on Friday night over 
27 tables were filled. It was the 
largest crowd ever to attend and 
all reported having a good time.
Prizes were given for whist, 
cribbage, scrabble, and Chinese 
checkers. Two lucky chair prizes, 
a door prize, and one for the 
oldest person attending were also 
given.
To all who made the evening 
such a success, the club wishes 
to extend a sincere thanks.
WILL ATTEND WEDDING— 
Mr. and Mrs. N. Shewchuk left 
Monday for Edmonton where 
they will attend the wedding of 
their daughter Elsie on Febru­
ary 8. Miss Lillian Shew’chuk has 
left for Vancouver where she well 
spend a week before leaving for 
Fort St. John to resume her 
nursing duties.
BIRTHDAY PRESENTATION 
-Members of the Kelowna 
Packers and their wives gather­
ed at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
R. B. W. Eden, Okanagan Mis­
sion, on Saturday night to cele­
brate Mr. Eden’s birthday. A 
hockey stick inscribed with eyery 
team member’s name was pre­
sented to the host.
RETURN FROM COAST-Mr, 
and Mrs. H. M. Trueman have 
returned home after a holiday 
of a few days in Vancouver.
W ARY HAW ORTH'S M AIL
Young Matron Loses Interest;; 
Husband No Help With' Chores
By ALICE ALDEN
Seek and you’ll find pretty 
prints at every price level, 
with bargains a-plenty in the 
moderate range. So anticipate 
spring with a charming print 
like this dress of textured 
“ sand crepe.” T h e . mottled
swirly pattern is of browns 
and charcoal blacks lightened 
with pale beige. A rounded hip­
line is accentuated by tiny ac­
cordion pleats that break out 
into a full, flared skirt. The flat 
bow belt is of rich brown vel­
vet.
• • _ !
School Presentation Fun;
Promise
Members of the Radio and glamorous, and interpreted Hieir 
Drama Club of the Kelowna High 
School did a creditable job when 
they presented a three-act com­
edy farce entitled “Strange 
Boarders" on the auditorium 
stage Friday night. Under the
direction of Frank Bishop, this 
rollii
parts well.
One of the. finest bits of com­
edy in the entire production Was
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: I 
have a problem that bears on 
my mind all the time. In fact it 
gives me headaches.
I am 23, married and have two 
children and a good husband.
I love my husband; at least I 
try to tell myself that I do. Any­
way, I work eight hours daily in 
a factory and come home tired.
When I look at this house I 
don’t have the heart to clean it 
up as I should. My husband 
never helps me, as this is wo­
man’s work. I don’t understand 
why I ’ve lost interest in my 
home and marriage.
I know I’m about to go olf the 
deep end and I can’t seem to pull 
myself out of the mess. It seems 
life is such a struggle. It seems 
my, tiredness leaves me if I go 
out and have a good time. Why 
don’t I have that pep at home, 
to put to the housework?
LONGS FOB GAY 
EXCITING LIFE 
I don’t  enjoy being this way.
I get lazier and harder to get 
along with every day. Sometimes 
I feel I should get a divorce ahd 
lead a gay exciting life that I 
have missed — but that would 
be running away from my re­
sponsibilities.
I got married at 16. I know I 
am no prize package; but I don’t 
think my husband should act as 
if he’s too good to help out. He is 
six years older than .1 am 
would appreciate your help and 
advice. Thank you. N. E. 
SHE RESENTS 
UNFAIR DEAL 
DEAR N. E.: Your apathetic 
reaction to the untidy house, at 
the end of your wage-earning 
day, is tied-in with hostility 
feelings towards your husband 
it seepns. You are tired at such 
times, yes; having already 
given the cream of your energies 
to factory Work. But it is more 
than physical weariness that, getscreated by Judy Hamilton, in the _ _ . 
role of Myrtle Hodge, a nasty old ,d°wn. and robs tou of en-
r cking story of a slightly 
muddle-minded spinster and her 
wacky establishment presented a 
challenge to the cast.
Pace, which is so important to 
any comedy, was one of the out­
standing good points in this pro­
duction. From the moment the 
curtains parted to reveal the 
well-designed set, to the last hil­
arious moments of the exciting 
conclusion, the tempo never 
flagged, but rather built to a de­
gree which did credit to such a 
young cast.
Penny Patrick as the impov­
erished boarding house owner 
. showed a great deal of promise 
as an actress, with remarkable 
stage presence. I felt her under­
standing of the role was extreme­
ly good, and her portrayal con­
vincing.
Barbara Turner, In the role of 
one of the spinster’s adopted 
daughters gave a very natural 
feeling to'her part, as did Kathy 
Hcrbst as the other sister, Kathy, 
was at her best in her scenes 
with Walter Gray, her romantic 
Interest In the play, and a 'young 
pian whose acting ability is out­
standing in my opinion ; .
The make-up for this play was 
splendid, and an outstandingly 
good job was done on Alan Par- 
i fitt, who was very convincing in 
his ‘ Professor Hnrriman ro|e. 
§mllcy. ployed by Albert Gusbin 
\ had his gangster character cs 
tablished for him by a huge re: 
volvcr, and an alarmingly large 
cosh which' protruded Irom his 
coat pocket, His speech was very 
rapid, and nt first I found it dif­
ficult to follow. However, as the 
plot was revealed and thickened, 
this actor revealed his ability to 
make the mood switches that the 
role required, and the Character­
ization grew In stature as a con­
sequence.
1 Another gangster, Joey, played 
by James Stephens, Beemed to 
ppend most of his time flitting In 
and out of doorways until he met 
his watery demise In the early 
part of the play, but'he managed 
to establish the required impres­
sion In that time.
Roger Pettit plnycd the part 
of Captain Winkle, and I felt he 
made the mo*)i of thev few 
ments he was given to show his 
ability. His make-up was splen­
did, and helped establish a 
“quiet" role which Is so difficult 
I o play.
Peter Marsh ns the patient 
auitor, John Todd, gave a very 
pleasing performance as did Pat 
ColUnson in the role of Susie, A 
line ■ job was done by two ■ very 
alluring young Indies. Betty 
Hewlett as Amity , Haines and 
Barbara Goodman as her sister 
Priscilla. These girls looked very
piece of goods, if ever there was 
one. Judy has a good comic 
sense, and should do well in fu­
ture character roles. Her make­
up was excellent and costuming 
good..
Boston Benny, played by Eric 
Lipka, was a very nasty man and 
Eric achieved a sinister impres­
sion by the use of clenched teeth 
and suppressed rage. I found his 
interpretation sincere and quite 
frightening, an impression that 
may have been helped by a very 
realistic make-up job which fea­
tured an ugly scar on the cheek.
One of the nicest pieces of 
work in the play was done by 
John Schlosser as the Deacon. He 
was particularly adept at main­
taining “stillness" at the requir­
ed times. Her gave a great deal 
of depth to a.difficult role.
I felt it was- a play that re­
quired a great deal of courage 
oh tho part of the cast, as,some 
of the rough house was so realis­
tic. The sound effects wjere nmus 
Ing and very well handled. One 
delightful moment that shbuld be 
mentioned as worthy of praise 
was a'du6t done by the gangster 
Smllejr at the piano and the little 
girl Glory screeching away on 
the violin, absolutely-murdering 
“Bringing in the > Sheaves." This 
was delicious,
After enjoying this play so 
much I feel It inr|portant to men­
tion wife definite flaw that these 
young actors would do well to 
take note of if any-plnn to con­
tinue stage work. The diction was 
pretty bad, and this is of para­
mount'importance It your audi­
ence is to grasp the full meaning 
of what you arc saying.—-A.W.
thusiasm for evening chores.
It is the heavy emotional fa 
tigue of cumulative resentment, 
sparked by conjugal tensions, 
plus a dead-end sense of futility
as regards your domestic routine 
a sense that it leads to nothing 
but fetters and drugery. It is 
this that takes the heart out of 
you, when you get home. 
HUSBAND SEEMS 
MUCH AT FAULT 
As I see the picture, your hus­
band seems seriously at fault in 
the • situation. Inasmuch as you 
share the bread winner’s task 
doing factory work to help meet 
the costs of family upkeep, your 
husband ought to do a parner’s 
share on the home front too.
He should help with woman’s 
work as faithfully as you help 
pay the bills. Also he should in­
sist, considerately, upon periods 
of parnership recreation and re 
lief from the labor grind. How­
ever, . since he doesn’t — but 
selfishly leaves you to make the 
best of things, with the result 
that you are drained of joy of 
living — what’s the remedy?
Well, there is no quick cure-all 
for the headache. A long term 
effort will be required; but it is 
an effort worth making. Ob­
viously you are a valiant person 
better than average in guts 
intelligence and all-around hon­
esty. You aren’t a slacker and 
you don’t kid yourself. You tend, 
to see straight.
MATURE OUTLOOK 
IS GOOD MEDICINE 
My prescription is to educate 
yotorself to a mature view of 
marriage-—.to clear understand­
ing of a wife’s rights and duties, 
as versus a man’s prerogatives 
and obligations. Aa you grow sure 
of your ground*, "you will find 
yourself taking a firm construc­
tive stand, that will make things 
different, and better, gradually.
Deep seated changes in view-_ 
point produce changed behavior." 
And changed behavior produces 
changed relationships.- Thus a 
revolutionary chain reaction is 
set in motion, that produces 
changed lives.
For education along this line, 
read “Life Together (Sheed and 
Ward), by Wingfield Hope; and 
‘‘Woman’s Guide to Better Liv­
ing” (Prentice-Hall) by Dr, John 
A. Schindler. M.H.
Over 111,000 Pieces O f  Flatware And Holloware 
Will Be Used In New Queen Elizabeth Hotel
MONTREAL — It’s going to 
take a staggering amount of sil­
verware to serve and feed guests 
at the new Queen Elizabeth 
Hotel here when it opens In the 
spring. Altogether, 111.000 pieces 
of flatwear and holloware are 
being purchased for the conven­
tion centre which will be keyed
to handle 2,000 diners at a sit­
ting.
The huge order has been an­
nounced by, the Canadian Na­
tional Railways, owners of the 
hotel, which will be operated by 
Hilton of Canada. Three com­
panies, McGlashan Silverware 
Ltd., Ottawa, International Sil-
GEARED FOR ACTIVITY
T . C. McLaughlin Re-Elected 
Commodore O f Local Yacht Club
T. C. McLaughlin was re­
elected commodore at the an­
nual general meeting of the 
Kelowna Yacht Club held Fri­
day night. Directors elected for 
a two-year term included R. T. 
August, Don Maxwell, J. Kelly, 
Roger Sasseville. Peter Krug- 
ener, and Fred Day. Directors 
with another year to serve are 
Bill Treadgold, D. E. Gilliand, 
Gordon Allen and Dr. Brian 
Holmes. At the conclusion of 
the meeting members and their 
wives enjoyed a dance with 




cow reports Soviet surgeons 
have designed a television de­
vice for examining the brain. It 
said doctors can detect tumors 




For active sportswear in 
sunny latitudes or summer at 
home, this outfit scores. The 
crisp little shorts are of brown 
and white striped cotton of a 
coarse weave with white stitch­
ing around the pockets. The ad­
justable belt has rings at each 
side. The blouse is of white 
dacron-and-cotton blend with 
two downward-slanting pockets 
that cross over rows of pin 
tucking.
ALICE WINSBY — WOMEN’S EDITOR
T U E S .  F E B  4 ,  1958 THE DAILY COURIER
No Legal Age For Girls To Wed 
Canada Included In UN Report
By MILTON BESSER
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) 
The United Nations says there 
are still large areas of the world 
where no legal restrictions exist
Late President's Life Portrayed 




Mrs. Chnrles Patrick was 
named president when elections 
were held at the annual meeting 
of the . Kelowna Chapter, Reg­
istered Nurses Association oi 
British Columbia last week. 
Other officers elected Included 
Miss Elizabeth Layton, secre­
tary; Miss Kay 'Cylcr. treasurer; 
Miss Katherine Wood, 1st vice- 
president. and Miss Wealthy 
Grlgg, 2nd vice-president.
B A B Y  A L A R M
KASSEL, West Germany (R«?u- 
tera)—An electronic bgby alarm 
has been installed in City Itos* 
pita!’* n u r « e r y  here. Micro­
phones arc located In the cel 
Ing. When the sound of crying 
reaches a certain pitch, warn 
ing lights flash in the hallway 
and nurses’ rooms.
LET'S EAT
Nutritious Dried Bean Varieties
Round Out
By IDA BAILEY ALLEN
‘Here are six kinds of dried 
beans," observed the Chef, lining 
six packages on the test- 
kltchcn table. “Pinto heaps, the 
haricot ' verts or dried green 
beans of the French, limty beans, 
black beans, navy beans and red 
kidney beans. There are many 
more varieties in the market,
How many of them do most 
homemakers use?" ,
UNKNOWN VARIETIES 
‘.‘Navy beans," I replied, "are 
used in some households for 
baked beans, lima beans for 
baking pr' stewing and red kid- 
noy beans for chili con came pr 
winter succotash. Tho other 
varieties arc unknown to most 
homemakers."
“Why is it, Mndnmc, that such 
dbod foods are not commonly 
used all over the country? It is 
not the cost, because they are 
reasonable in price. And they 
certainly are substantial foods." 
HIGH IN CALCIUM ,
“They arc high In calcium,” I 
agreed, "contain both thiamin 
and riboflavin and considerable 
vegetable protein. When com­
bined with a little meat, fish 
milk or cheese, either in pnepnr 
ing or in the same meal, this 
protein becoiqcs complete nnd 
active. '
"If., for instance, the amount 
of meat provided for dlnqcr is 
not quite enough to insure good 
nutrition, the meal could stnrt 
with a bean soup, or a dried 
bean salad could be used."
Is the nutritive value of dried 
beans affected adversely by can­
ning?" asked the Chef,
/ ’No,‘ canned beans have the 
same nutritive values ns when 
they are prepared at home, but 
the cost Is considerably higher," 
TOMORROW’S DINNER 
Red Bean Celery Soup 
Oven-Braised Veal, Chops 
Tossed Noodles 
Carrot and Green Pen Salad 
Warm Baked Apples 
Coffee Tea Milk’
(AH measurements ,aro level 
recipes proportioned to serve 
to 6.) V
Red Bean Celery Soup; Cover
1 lb. dry red kidney bonns with
2 qts.. boiling water. Cover and 
let stand 50 min.
Add 2 Up. salt-
Meals
ver Co., Niagara Falla and Elk- 
ington and Company, England, 
will share in,the order with the 
McGlashan firm producing most 
of the 90,000 pieces of flatwear 
and Elkington and Co. manufac­
turing the 21,000 pieces of hollo­
ware. International Sliver will be 
supplying 18 dozen banquet soup 
ladles. ,
The order Is based on the ex­
pected peak requirements and 
not only includes knives, forks, 
oons and carving utensils but 
magnificent candelabra for the 
tables and chains and medallions 
for wine stewards. On each piece 
will be stamped the hotel’s crest 
— a maple leaf enclosing a  crown 
and surmounted by the letter 
"E ."
The silverware will conform to 
long established CNR standards 
of manufacture and design and 
when received will be tested in 
the company’s research and de­
velopment laboratories , as a 
check against specifications,
The largest single item of flat- 
ware ordered is 2.000 dozen tea- 
spons and the smallest is four 
dozen carving forks. In the order 
are also such special items as 
500 dozen oyster forks, 200 dozen 
iced-tea spoons, 12 dozen lobster 
picks and 10 dozen crumb scrap­
ers.
Special holloware items include 
350 sauce boats, 700 meat serv­
ing dishes and some 1500 salt 




IF you’re going South thla 
year, but aren't planning on go­
ing in for things nautical, you 
must at least look as if you're 
Aboard ship.
Designers have gone all out 
for -the nautical there, making 
use of sailor collars, bright 
whites, gold buttons, red and 
navy trimmings, mess jackets, 
yachting blazers for that ship­
shape look.
NAUTICAL AIR 
Even resort accessories have 
a nautical air!
Outstanding among the deep- 
sea-minded beach towels is one 
in terrycloth embroidered with 
child | a big fish. Cotton fringe borders 
the edges. “Water velvet” hel­
met caps for swimming are
Simmer 2 hrs., or until soft.
Remove 2 c. of the beans. Put 
the rest through a sieve with the 
liquid.. ,
Add 3 c; ham soup-stock, V< 
tsp. each thyme and sage, 1 tsp. 
sugar, Vb tsp. pepper and 2 c. 
celery sliced .thin. Simmer 30 
min. ■ <
Blend 1 tbsp. butter and 1 
tbsp. flour. Stir In \% c. of the hot 
soup,
Return to the boiling soup and 
simmer-boil 3 min. Add the 
whole beans, 1
Serve with sizzling croutons. 
Tossed Noodles: Cook and
drain 8 oz. narrow noodles ac­
cording to pkg. directions. t 
Melt 2 tbsp. butter. Add Vz tsp. 
garlic snlt (optional) ana Vi 
tbsp. minced parsley.
Toss and mix into the noodles, 
keeping over n low heat, with 
3 tbsp. grated Parmesan cheese, 
until both cheese nnd butter are 
absorbed. Serve piping hot. 
TRICK OF THE CHEF 
Put carrot and green pep salad 
together with French dressing 
previously seasoned generously 
with mint flakes.
NEW YORK (AP) — Mrs. 
Franklin D. Roosevelt marked 
the 76th anniversary of her hus­
band’s birth Thursday night at 
the opening of a new play built 
around him.
The 73-year-old widow and her 
four sons, sitting apart in the 
Cort Theatre audience, attended 
the opening of Sunrise at Campq- 
bello and saw themselves por­
trayed on stage in earlier phases 
of their lives.
Mrs. Roosevelt called it fine 
entertainment and expressed de­
light with the acting of Ralph 
Bellamy as the late president 
and Mary Fickett as herself. But 
she added:
It has no more to do'with me 
than the man in the moon. I don’t 
recognize myself on stage. I haVe 
no feelings of reality about it. It 
might just as well be about 
someone from Mars."
WIDOW UNMOVED 
Although some of the scenes 
aimed at poignancy, Mrs. Roose­
velt arrived and departed appar­
ently unmoved.
Mrs. Roosevelt said she had 
not seen the script. However, she 
added, some members of the 
ecutive, wrote the play. It covers 
family were consulted on it.
Dore Schary, former movie ex- 
Roosevelt’s fight against his crip­
pling polio handicap after he was 
alfllcted in 1921 at the family 
summer home at Campobello, a 
Canadian island off the New 
Brunswick const.
It ends with his re-emergence 
as a national political figure at 
the Democratic national convcn 
tion in 1924 at Madison Sqiinre 
Garden. The final curtain falls 
as Roosevelt, erect on braces, 
makes his famed "happy war­
rior" speech to place the late A1 
Smith in hominntion for the 
Democratic presidential candi­
dacy.
The Cort Theatre was hardly a
snug haven for the Republican 
minded Thursday night. It housed 
such Democratic; bigwigs as a 
former presidential candidate, 
Adlai Stevenson; a former New 
York State governor, Senator 
Herbert H. Lehman; Senator 
John Kennedy of Massachusetts: 
the Roosevelt clan and lesser 
party figures. ,
NON-PARTISAN j
Actually, there, were no sharply 
partisan barbs in the script. It 
dealt with the period before 
Roosevelt became a controversial 
political figure.
Franklin D, Roosevelt, Jr., 
commented: :
“ It is done wonderfully. It is a 
very accurate arid true play 
about a very difficult period in 
father’s life." ,
Sunrise at Campobello already 
has advance sales over $500,000. 
The Roosevelt family receives 
payt of the royalties by arrange­
ment with Schary and the The­
atre. Guild. .
FASHION FAIR
PARIS (AP)—A big fashion 
fair, presenting a panorama of 
the creation and execution of 
fashion, is planned for Paris for 
next July. Sponsors claim it is 
the first of its kind in the world.
against a man taking ..a 
bride.
In Africa’s Tanganyika, for in 
stance, it is considered proper | something to see, too. 
for a person .of Asian or African] All jn ail, this natty nautical 
descent to marry a girl under 12 influence makes for 4T crisp, fell- 
in accord with tribal or religious groomed wardrobe, 
custom, provided the marriage is FLATTERINGLY FEMININE 
not consummated before she is For what’s more flattering to 
12. any woman than crisp, fresh.
These findings are contained In shining white? Or the soft, sail- 
a report submitted by the United ing blues, for that matter! 
Nations secretariat to the Com- One especially charming dress 
mission on the Status of Women, j for all-day casual wear is in a 
a group under the UN Economic soft blue fabric, slit from low 
and Social Council. neckline to waist. Through 'the
The report says that in Mos- slit shows a vestee insert of 
lem countries there is no mini- stripes and a cable lacing that 
mum age for marriage, but in almost, but not quite, closes the 
practice young people are not gap. The fabric is, of course, 
married until they reach the drip-dry and no-iron, as befits 
age of puberty. Pakistan sets 15 a resort wardrobe, 
as that age for both sexes. In FASHION FAVORITES 
Moslem communities op the Gold Easy-sudsing jersey fabrics of 
Coast a girl can be married E*e-10ne kind or another are on the 
fore puberty, provided consum- j jjst of high fashion favorites. So 
mation does not take place until are denim and 1 duck. Saiifish 
sh^ re^ TheS s.*afTe' „  motifs often trim the denim sets
The UN .report lists New Bruns-Uh'at '  include skirt, knit blouse
wick and Prince Edward Island antj denim jacket. Blouses are 
as haying no legal age-limits for holding their own, appearing
m2£.ria®e’ . .. . , with suits and for wear with iri-
The report lists a number ofdividual skirts and pants, 
areas where the minimum age Even if you aren’t taking a 
for brides, with consent of par- winter vacation to a June-in- 
ents or guardians, is set at 12. January spot, itV sm art to shop 
These i n c l u d  e Newfoundland, wiseiy and select a few resort 
Quebec and the Yukon Territory, fashions. For what gets the big 
W c w rn e n s  biireau ° i  .the resort play is what’s going to be 
U.S. department of labor lists tops later on.
New Hampshire as having the 
lowest age in the United States 
for marriage with consent of par­
ents or guardians—13.
STREET OF WIDOWS 
BELGRADE (Reuters) -  
street occupied only by Widows 
has been disclosed by a census 
in the Yugoslav town of Bljel 
jlmi. Thirteen widows, 40 to 63 
live on the street known' as 
•Widows’ Alicy."
j m u n m .
Preservers
Probably the most notable of 
Canadian child brides was the( 
wife of Richard John Uniacke, 
attorney-general of Novo Scotia, 
closely linked with the movement 
to responsible government and 
Confederation.
They were married when she 
was 12 and they had six sons and 
six daughters. She died in 1803 
at the age of 4L Their home at 
Mount Uniacke, 24 miles from 
Halifax, is a historic site,
In  fix in g  b o ila d  b*tf, b« tor* th* 
w a t e r  I t  b o ilin g  b * f o r *  y o u  a d d  t h *  
m * a t ~ o t h * r w l M  t h *  fla v o r  w ill  a lt  
g o  In to t h *  w a te r , b  m a k in g  broth, 
•ta rt t h *  m e a t In  c o ld  w a t e r ..
T ravelling  in  the U .K .?
.....\ i ........  ", ....... ... ""*" ...... "ii—’i"* .
K e e p  
Sit t o u c h
w i t h  h o m e — r e a d
C A N A D A  R E V I E W
Keep In touch with home news — 
sports, finance, politics and current 
events. Canada Wookly Review — 
the only Canadian paper edited and 
published In Great Britain Is on sale, 
at leading hotels, and nevys-^tands. 
Fast cable news gives ypu a weekly 











“I get Iota of free lessons 
here, All you boya t«R me 
what' to do/*
ON RALE fcVERY FRIDAY 
AT NEW8 AGENTS
everywhere in the U.K.
Only 6 d per copy
; ,
SPORTIIGHT
Reform Rains Being Felt 
In Okanagan Hockey Loop
By GEORGE INCUS
(Courier 8ports Editor)
No reform is accomplished without a certain amount of 
pain and effort—the reformation on the .Okanagan hockey scene 
Is no exception. „
Backed by Bill Nicholson of Penticton on the senior level, 
and Art Fisher of the same city on the minor level, hockey is 
getting its face scrubbed and its mouth washed out with soap. 
But hockey is a strong and wilful young fellow, especially senior 
hockey, and it is taking quite a bit of effort to bold it still while 
the change can be effected.
Last weekend’s insubordinate and ill-advised action on the 
part of the Vernon hockey club in registering a protest to BC 
AHA president Ed Benson of Trail, completely ignoring presi 
dent Nicholson in the process, is a good example of how not to 
do it. ,
The actions of Ken McKenzie in supporting the league 
president prior to the league meeting, and at this get-together, 
are highly commendable. Although his club was equqally af­
fected by the suspension^—to Vernon’s Tom Stecyk and Kam­
loops* Bill Warwick—he heartily endorsed Nicholson’s action 
and honored the suspension.
The remaining two clubs in the league, Kelowna and Pen­
ticton, showed their complete confidence in the league prexy, 
and in so doing climbed several notches higher jn their position 
as workers for hockey in the valley.
Irrespective of the legal aspects involved, the action in go­
ing ovcj the local league’s head to Mr. Benson in the first place 
was both impolite and unwise, certainly not constructive.
No good could have come of the move, but an unhappy rift 
in the league could have occurred, had the club executives been 
of divided mind. The result of such a rift, with play-offs only 
(ix games away, could have been disastrous for this year's 
operation of every club in the league.
It would be a difficult thing, indeed, to condone such an 
action. ,  ̂ ,
W HO’S ON FIRST?
*
There have been a number of recriminations flying back 
and forth in the case of two disciplinary actions—one taken by 
the senior prexy and one on a minor level—and they are far 
from being settled yet. (See story pn this page, “Benson”).
The senior case, the one described above, rests in the hands 
of president Benson, who has been called upon by Nicholson to 
explain why he saw fit to accept Vernon’s improperly-delivered 
protest, over-rule the OSHL’s constitution on the matter of the 
suspension of Stecyk, and .virtually suspend the OSHL consti­
tution, the rules of hockey conduct here. Mr. Benson’s actions 
in this instance seem to be thoroughly reprehensible.
The minor case is a trifle more intricate, sinde there are 
several more chances for. a complete misunderstanding. Young 
Robert Jgblonski was playing junior hockey in the city, which 
is under the wing of minor hockey, although this class it hot 
really a minor hockey baby.
The local minor hockey executive, under president Emile 
Bouchard, extended their patronage to junior hockey out of the 
goodness of their hearts, since the game was not being played 
on that level in the city, nor in the valley. They retained the 
right, however, to treat all boys in the junior club under their 
own rules and regulations, and rightly so, since they are hand­
ling 455 boys altogether.
When Jablonski Struck referee Bud Gourlie, the minor 
executive met and discussed his actions, not from the rule- 
infraction aspect^ but from the fact of his conduct opposing their 
own constitution. Oh the basis of the moral implications, they 
suspended him for a year, but all they suspended him from was 
the privilege to enjoy the benefits of minor hockey in the city.
The president of the BCHA, however, received the referee's 
report, which he is compelled to act on, impartially and justly. 
In view of the fact that the report was not condemnatory, but 
stated that he (Gourlie) was not certain of intent, Benson was 
more or less bound to take a lesser action than he did, it would 
seem.- .
Instead, he suspended Jablonski for one year from partici- 
.pation in hockey anywhere in the province, a mighty stiff pen­
alty for an act which might or might not have been intentional. 
The condoning factor is that he may have felt it his duty to back 
up local minor hockey in their judgment—a worthy chough con­
sideration.
The unfortunate fact, however, is that both cases should 
have been judged strictly on their legal merits.
EYEN KEEL AGAIN
At present, the league is back to scratch again, unless there 
are to be some well-deserved suspensions handed out to Vernon’s 
Frank King and Ted Lebodia for their unsavory part ip the in­
juries suffered by Kelowna’s Harry Smith and Dave Gatherum. 
The ideal way to keep things will be on an even keel from now 
on.
This desirable picture of clean and sportsmanlike hockey 
can only be obtained with the help of many painters—the ben­
efits will be derived by every man jack in the valley even re­
motely concerned with the game.
Every coach is in large measure responsible for the con­
duct of his club on the ice. Rather than condone the actions of 
* one of his players whose actions detract from the appeal of the 
game, he should take steps on his own to point opt the fault and 
request its discontinuance. This applies particularly to deliberate 
attempts to maim or injure by way of retaliation, no matter what 
the instigation. It also applies to the unsightly act of yakking at 
leaguo officials and making threatening gestures when repri­
manded or punished for an offence.
The officials themselves, confident that they have a strong 
president and league executive behind (hem, should make every 
effort fo call the gome as strictly as possible, commensurate with 
the CAHA rules.
Furthermore, they should includo in their reports as com­
plete a  description erf, reprehensible actions as possible, to give 
the referce-in-chicf,a(id league president the opportunity to make 
their decisions. » ,
If referees, coaches and executive members work together 
they will be doing hockey players, fans and themselves a ser­
vice. !The hockey picture in the valley cannot help but become 
brighter. «
■ The game on the whole will benefit. 4
BRIGHTER SIDE
Those gay and attractive “Packer Backer” buttons that arc 
being sold by tho ladies of tho Packers* auxiliary are more titan 
just a proud decoration to identify Packers’ fans front the rest 
of the world—they are doing their bit for the club.'
First of all, the proceeds front the buttons purchased much 
needed towels for the boys. Then they purchased, if you’ll par­
don the expression, “Long Johns” for those who needed them.
Those new gloves you see some of the boys sporting came 
from the same proceeds, and there are plaits afoot to buy stock­
ings) more glhves, and Lome shin-pads, providing the money 
keeps op M n g  in. 1 ■
This it the lime to buy your button, also, to have it fresh 
(pr the play-offs, , 1
* Let ’em all know you're a Packer-banker! , l ,
Penticton Vees art Jhoping to 
have a .“new lace for *58” in 
their line-up when they meet the 
eague-leading Kelowna Tackers 
in the Memorial Arena tonight at 
8.
Doug Kilbum, recently cut 
from the Victoria Cougars, is no 
stranger to tho OSHL, however. 
The hard-working forward, bro­
ther of'Colin Kilburn, is a form­
er member of the Penticton Vees.
Coach Jack O’Reilly’s Packers 
main concern will be to continue 
their winnings, with this week-
PACKERS' "KID LINE"
An up-and-coming trio are 
the • Packers’ “kid line", pic­
tured above after their big ef­
fort in Saturday night’s game. 
Bill Swarbrick, left, is a vet­
eran of many years in the OS-’
HL. playing his fourth season 
with the Packers. Hard-work­
ing and durable, he has been 
teamed up with the club’s 
rookie, Bill Voss, (centre) and 
third-year winger Greg Jab­
lonski, for what looks like a 
line with potential. Saturday 
night they held the Agar-Moro- 
Blair line scoreless, while 
scoring two goals themselves.
—Courier staff photo
Everybody Gets Into Act, 
In New W HL Play-Off Pic
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The Western Hockey League 
has devised a radically new sys- 
temv of playoffs which will make 
it possible for two teams in the 
same division to compete for fi­
nal league honors this year.
Plans for five separate series 
leading to the President’s Cup 
were announced by league head­
quarters in Seattle Monday. At 
least two and possibly three of 
them will be between teams of 
different divisions.
In previous years, Coast and 
Prairie divisions each!1 declared a 
winner to play off for thq cup.
This year, the first-placed club 
in each division will play a best- 
of-seven A series for the Govern­
or’s Trophy and the right to play 
in league finals for the cup.
Second and third-placed teams
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New York—Frankie Ryff, 140, 
New *York, outpointed Tony de 
Cola, 14?%, New York, 10.
Beanmont, Tex.—Paul Jorgen­
sen, 130%, Port Arthur, Tex., 
knocked out Tommy Cox, 130, 
Denver, 4.
Holyoke, Mass.—Barry Allison, 
147, S p r i n g f i e l d ,  Mass., out­
pointed Teddy (fled Top) Davis 
145y4, Hartford, Conn., 10.
St. Louis—Jesse Bowdry, 176, 
St. Louis, stopped. Norm Bolden, 
177, Detroit, 3.
MONDAY'S FIGHTS
;in the Prairie division will play 
a best-of-five series and there 
will be a similar series on the 
Coast. Winners of the two series 
wilt play off for the right to 
meet the A series winner for the 
cup.
The new system means, there­
fore, that the final playoff could 
be between & Coast and a Prairie 
team, two Coast teams, or two 
Prairie teams.
REGALS IN AGAIN
Saskatoon-St. Paul Regals got 
a new lease on their Prairie divi­
sion playoff spot Monday night 
after losing it for 24 hours.
Regals avenged a 5-0 Sunday 
drubbing by Calgary Stampeders 
winning 5-3. The win put Saska­
toon - St. Paul back into third 
place one point ahead of Calgary.
It was the first Monday game 
in St. Paul and the attendance 
was the poorest there this sea­
son—only L445. More than 3,000 
watched the Sunday game.
Irish Trackster
BOSTON (AP)—Irish Ron De- 
lany, the turkey-trotting marvel 
of track, Is looking ahead to the 
1960 Olympics while adding to his 
victory string at the expense of 
all challengers on the indoor cir­
cuit.
”1 want to win the 1,500-metre 
championship in the Olympics 
again in 1960,” the determined 
Villanova University senior from 
Dublin said. i
Although there may be some 
runners who can upset Delan 
outdoors, there Is little doubt he 
is the king of mllers on the 
boards..
Badminton Club 
Seeks Rides To 
Coast Tourney
Youthful batyninton players 
from Kelowna are planning to 
take part in the provincial junior 
round-robin at Vancouver this 
Saturday—providing they find 
some volunteer transportation.
Anyone wishing to act as vol­
unteer chauffeur for some of the 
youngsters are invited to Con­
tact WUma Hartley or Cfyes 
Larsen. .
The B.C. Open starts tomor­
row and finishes Sunday.
Other badminton - highlights 
forthcoming are: r
Feb. 15-16 — North Okanagan 
Tourney (Vernon).




OPEN AND JUNIOR 
March 15-16—Shuswap badmin­
ton championships (Salmon 
Arm)
Vees May Ice "Newf if
end’s home-and-home schedule 
against the Kamloops Chiefs as 
their ultimate target.
The Chiefs, only three points 
behind the Packers, could con­
ceivably drop one tonight to .the 
Vernon Canadians a t Vernon, 
which wquld give the Packers a 
chance to stretch out -if they 
win. - ' ,
CHANCES MATHEMATICAL
Mathematically, the Vernon 
Canadians could end up in sec­
ond place, but it would mean the 
Chiefs would have to drop every
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
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Favorites Topple In B.C. 
Bonspiel's First Round
PALM BEACH, Fla. (APJ-An 
informal meeting Monday night 
set the stage for a joint meeting 
today of club owners and play­
ers representative^ from each of 
the six teams in the National 
Hockey League.
Owners arriving early for the 
meeting said it was in no way 
to be considered as recognition 
of the newly-formed Hockey Play­
ers Association.
We are just'the same as base­
ball,” said Conn Smythe, manag­
ing director of the Toronto Maple 
Leafs. “We feel that management 
must retain direction. But at the 
same time we enter the mating 
with a free mind and hope we 
can solve problems with the play­
ers. The meeting was called at 
their request.
Left winger Ted Lindsay of the 
Chicago Black Hawks requested 
the meeting in a telgram to 
Jim Norris, head of the Chicago 
club, said Smythe.
Lindsay asked for an informal 
meeting, Smythe said, “entirely 
without prejudice * to any ', litiga­
tion or labor petitions presently 
in existence.” ; , \
The players association prev­
iously filed a. $3,000,000 daihage 
suit against the league, charging 
dictatorship and monopoly. J. 
Norman Lewis and Milt Mound, 
New York lawyers for the play­
ers, were reported en route to 
Palm Beach.
They previously had announced 
the group would ask for an im­
proved pension plan, a $7,000 
minimum wage, payment for ex- 
ribition games, contract release 
for five-year men assigned to the
PENTICTON (CP)—Four rinks 
racked up two straight wins at 
the opening of the B.C. bonspiel 
here Monday.
Buck Glover of Vancouver de­
feated A. L. Day of Naramata
9- 7 in the lakeshore, second pri­
mary event, after downing Kel­
owna’s J .  P. Minnette 20-0 in the 
Cranna event,. f irs t, primary.
W. Croft of Summerland de­
feated R. J . Dirks of Penticton
10- 6 and Harold Smith of Nara­
mata 10-0 'efault; Dean Hayes 
of Haney defeated A1 Kenyon of 
Penticton 15-2 and W. G. Snow, 
Summerland, 11-6;, Alf Milham of 
Vancouver defeated Williams of 
Penticton 10-9 and Earl Camp­
bell, Christina Lake, 9-5.
Among the favorites to fall 
were K. McMurdo of Vancouver, 
who dropped a 'narrow 8-7 de­
cision to J . Brown of Westbank 
in the Cranna event, and L. Har­
per of Quesnel, the Kitimat zone 
champion, who lost to Larsen of
Chilliwack 8-2 in the Cranna 
event.* -
Snider has hit 40 tor more home 
runs In each of the last six sea­
sons.
SPORTS SCRIBE DIES, 
VETERAN 40 YEARS
CHICAGO (AP) — H a r o l d  
(Speed) Johnson, 73, veteran Chi­
cago sports writer whp ghve foot­
ball’s Red Grange the nickname 
of “Galloping Ghost,” difed Mon­
day. He had covered sports for 
more than 40 years.
game from now on, so th« 
chances are not an£ more than 
just mathematical.
Penticton is definitely a fourth- 
place finished, which mtans they 
start their semi-finals against 
the first-place club,, so the main 
difference between the two top 
clubs is a longer or shorter road 
trip for them. Both the Vees and 
Vernon, however, can change tha 
destiny of the top place clubs 
between now and tho final game, 
Saturday, Feb. 15.
In actual play, the Pa.ckera 
have, a three - game winning 
streak behind them, two of tha 
games being impressive home- 
and-home beating of the Can­
ucks, f-3 and 7-1.
The Chiefs were somewhat less 
impressive last Friday when they 
dropped a 9-6 decision to Pen­
ticton, but they roared back on 
Saturday to wax the same club 
10-1, making their play at tha 
moment a  trifle enigmatic.
The Canucks were riding high 
two weeks ago, fqrglng for sec­
ond, but they seem to have fal­
len by the way-side in the last 
few starts, and have all but lost 
any chance of improving their 
position.
The Vees’ fdrtunes have been 
Patterned more along the lines of 
the Chiefs, with their win-loss re­
cord being fairly inconsistent in 
the last few games. They are 
consolidated In their cellar posi­
tion, so will be weting in the role 
of spoilers and getting sharpen­
ed up for the play-offs.
On the basis of present appear­
ances, the play-offs will start 
Monday, Feb. 17, in Kelowna and 
Kamloops. 1
Meanwhile, tonight's game 
should be a sizzler, since the 
Vees and Packers may very well 




LOS ANGELES (AP) — Duke 
Snider, the best home run hit­
ter the Dodgers ever had, re­
ports that his bum knee is mend­
ing slowly.
“ I’m sure now,” he said Mon­
day1, “that I’ll have to start slow 
—as far as heavy work and run­
ning are concerned—when I re­
port for spring training.”
The 31 - year - old Los Angeles 
outfielder u n d e  rwent surgery 
Dec. 19 for removal of a calcium 
deposit in his left knee, iHe said 
he has been lifting weights with 
his legs to strengthen the knee 
but has lifted no heavy loads yet.
March 22-23 — Okanagan Junior . . , „e
championships (Vernon) |
April 4-6—West Kootenay Open sociation formed last February,
(Nelson)
April 8-10—B.C. Junior 
ionshlps (Kelowna)
champ-
Benson Blasted By Tw o 
Sources For Unfair Rulings
Verbal blasts have been level­
led at BCAHA president Ed Ben­
son of Trail from two Okanogan 
hockey sources, on two entirely 
different coses of what is felt to 
[>c faulty ruling on the part of the 
province’s hockey head.
OSHL president II. A. "Bill” 
Nicholson of Penticton,, at the 
instruction of his league execu­
tive, requested Benson show just 
cause for his action in cancelling 
suspension to Vernon Cana­
dians’ Tom Stecyk.
Former hockey official Blair 
Peters, one-time referee in tho 
WHL. WIIIL and OSHL, took ex­
ception to a one-year suspension 
to Robert Jnblonskl, Junior 
player ( on the Kelowna club 
coached by Peters.
SUSPENSION CORRECT
Nicholson, in a*657-word night- 
letter to the province’s hockey 
proxy, levelled his quiet request 
to show Just and good cause, 
pointing out that the action of 
suspension had ben constitution 
ally correct, whereas Benson’s 
action in cancelling tho suspen 
sion had been tnntamout to sus­
pending the leaguo constitution.
Ho pointed out also that Bon 
sons nctlon had been taken as tho 
result of an illegal protest by the 
Vernon Canadians, which hnd not 
been channelled , thrpugh tho 
leairuo executive. ,
The suspension hnd been given 
by Nicholson after careful invest! 
nation, at the behest of the Kam­
loops hockey club, and had np- 
pllcdi to JBU1 Warwick of tho 
Chiefs a* well as Stecyk. War­
wick's suspension had been deem 
ed fully justified by Chiefs owner 
Ken McKenzie, and fhUjr honor­
ed;'' ;
Stecyk sat out the ope game 
under the illegal protest, and
“I am attempting, on the in­
structions of the league execu- 
ive, to take the strongest steps 
to bring about clean hockey play 
within the leaguo,” President 
Nicholson said in the wire.
“I feel that.-I cannot follow 
those instructions if my actions 
are prejudged ahead of the con­
sideration of my executive.” 
Peters was condemnatory of 
Benson in making such a “drastic 
ruling,’’ which puts Jablonski out 
of hockey anywhere in the pro­
vince's jurisdiction for one year, 
stating that tho referees’ report 
on Jablonski’s striking him did 
not indicate intent on the player’s 
part. '
Warming up with n few gener­
alities at hockey and refereeing 
in general, Peters gets down to 
specifics in tho last three para­
graphs of his letter to the Daily 
Courier sports editor:
“If Robert Jablonski, si Junior
^ r, Is. to be thrown out of w for a full year by the 
BGA1IA for striking a referee, 
why did senior player, Don Mc4 
Leod of Vernon Canadians, re­
ceive only three games for strik­
ing a linesman in a game be­
tween Vernon » Kamloops last 
year? (This infraction was Inten­
tional and was so stated in the 
report which I filed myself.)
'Tf the ruling bn McLeod was 
fair and just, why did Packers' 
player, Qrvnl La veil, receive a 
iO-gamc suspension for intent to
with Kamloops about three weeks 
later? This infraction did not In­
volve a referee, nor was the 
other player actually1 struck.
“These are questions which Mr, 
Henson alono can answer, but,the, 
time has,come for the answers to 
be given, including a full and
Look O u t, NHL 
The Firecracker 
is A-Coming
PEMBROKE, Ont. (CP)-Llttle 
Roddy McGillis of the Pembroke 
Minor Hockey League has town 
sportsmen ngog with his record 
of almost five goals a game 
Thlrtcen-year-old Roddy has 53 
gonlq in 11 games with Victoria 
Peewecs. Last year he scored 23.
He won a bet from his father, 
Bill McGinnis; wh e n  ho bent 
Maurice (Rocket) Richard’* NHL 
record of 50 goals in a' season. 
With the ’famed Rocket in mind; 
Roddy's buddies have nicknamed 
him "Firecracker,”
He weighs 86 pounds. Coach 
Ralph Snownsel says the power 
of his shots belles his weight. He 
is a fast skater and a masterful 
stick-handler.
rfls mother says that although 
Roddy plays hockey "morning, 
noon aha night,” his school grades 
are not , hurt. He had 87 per cent 
in his last report from his grade 
six teacher.
Roddy says he has no big 
league n m b 1t i o n s, But conch 
Shownscl Bays if ho keeps going 
tho, way he Is, tho .firecracker 
may some (lay bong his why into 
the National Hockey League.
I , „
olayed the following one, under proper, explanation pt tho Jab 
.............................. tion. ‘i . . .the illegal cancellation. ontki suspension,”
Minor Hockey's 
Week With Win
The Kelowna midget all-stars 
came up with the trilling, 6-4 vic­
tory over the visiting Kamlops. 
club in an exhibition ganie over 
the weekend t h a t  climaxed 
‘Mipor Hockey Week” ton ’the 
local scene.
Wayne Horning- and Sonny 
Herbst led the Orchard City boys 
with two apiece, and Bob Grub­
er and Martin Schaefer each 
scored singles.
Hunt and Connolly scored 
two apiece for the Kamloops 
clubs total goals.
Hunt opened the scoring at 
6:01, putting the Hub City club 
in the lead with three-way, paSK* 
ing play from Donaldson and 
McAUiffe.
Horning tied things up at 9:35, 
with helpers going to Kitsch and 
Tollman.
In the sec'tond frame, Connolly 
set the Kamloops club ’ ahead 
again, and Herbst tied it up at 
8:45, then set the Kelowna club 
in. the lead at 11:11, Ten seconds 
later, however, Hunt knotted the 
score for the third time, and Con­
nolly ended the period scoring at
Dunnies Are Tops 
As Baby. Sitters
LONDON (CP) — Canada’s 
world hockey contenders breezed 
in today in quest of the world 
hockey title, and whirled through 
a fast limbering-up session half' 
an hour after their arrival.
The 25-strong Whitby, Ont., 
party went by bus from Water­
loo station to .a hotel in mid­
town London, deposited baggage 
in the foyer and drove to Har- 
ringay Arena for a practice.
The players, immaculately tail­
ored and looking big and fit, had 
physical training periods every 
day during their ocean crossing 
on the liner Queeh .Elizabeth.
In off'moments they acted as 
baby sitters for a group of 
United States w ar, brides. Their 
services, became so popular that 
the hpekey he-men formed an as­
sociation called BSAWB—Baby 
Sitters for American War Brides.
Before going to Oslo for’ the 
championships, Whitby will play 
a series of exhibition games. The 
first will be against Harringay 
Racers of the British National 
League Wednesday night.
Welter Champ 
Butts A  Tie
TORONTO (CP)—Les Mason. 
Canadian amateur welterweight 
champion, had his first bout since 
last August halted at the end of 
the first round Monday night 
when opponent Tommy rtllisch 
of Toronto was cut above the ‘left 
eye by an accidental butt.
Mason, stationed at Camp Bor­
den, Ont., with the Canadian. 
Army, was given a draw with 
Pillisch, a r e c e n t  immigrant 
from Hungary. It was the welter­
weight king’s first fight since 
breaking his ankle in Seattle, 
Wash,, last summer.
BOSTON (AP)—Boston Bruins’ 
defenceman Leo Boivin has been 
pronounced definitely out of to­
night's National Hockey League 
game at Montreal and Sunday's 
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A Breath of Scotland
Many Scot* away from their homeland keep In 
touch with everyday affaire in Scotland—through 
the columne of the “ WEEKLY SCOTSMAN ”
17:05, giving the northerners the 
lead going into tho final.
Kelowna hnd it all their own 
wny in the third, scoring three 
unanswered goals by Gruber, 
Horning and Schaefer, to put the 
game on ico!
SY LV A N IA  TV
with
HALOLiGirr
Gives your., eyes n re­
laxing change. Recom­
mended by tho National 
I■ Profesi'onal 'j Organiza­
tion of Optometrists..
T V  CENTRE
■nd ArrtMNCEa ltd. 
441 Bernard , Ph. 2019
I
TH A N K
Y O U !
For, your gcnfcrosity 
i n making o u r  
annual B.C, Child 
Care and Polio 
F u n d  Drive a 
success. 'V  1
K ELO W N A 
K IN S M EN  CLUB
W h a t  a d e l i g h t f u l  g i f t
tj) make — a copy of tho “ WEEKLY 
SCOTSMAN" — every week of the year. 
All you have to do Is HU in the details below 
and for $3.50 a year a friend at homo'or abroad 
y will' receive a copy every\week.
t M l M i m i l l l l M M M I I I I f t M l p l H M I M M H I I M W M M m M f H H I i M M I M n i K l i m i i m i M l
TO CIRCULATION MANAGER. “ WEEKLY SCOTSMAN/'
\  NORTH BRIDGE, EDINBURGH, I, SCOTLAND.
Please send the “ Weekly Scotsman" for one year
to ...................... ..
I enclose my cbc(ik for
< .......................... ............................... Signed
......... .............. ............ Address
SUBSCRIPTION RATE FOR ONE TEAR 
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ABID AVENUE 
GATESHEAD, England (CP l 
It will be a dry journey soon 
for motorists ’’travelling a new 
road through this Durham town. 
The planning committee has 
banned roadside .taverns. Seven 
have been pulled down to make 
way for the road and another 
22 are marked for demolition.
PAST T1IIKKEB 
WOKING. England (CRl-A  
man, who claimed that tests
‘ AID FOB PATIENTS
SHENLEY. England <CP)
m ? * lK S K d s h L *  community I Soldiers.'
have built a church to hold 400 < VISIT FORECAST 
persons in the hospital grounds. LONDON (CP)—The Evening 
—  A h o s p i t a l  spokesman said: Standard reports the Duke of 
showed his ■reactions were one-i'‘building work has helped the I Windsor is likely to visit his
ATLANTIC OCEAN
A F R IC A
SCENE O F COLD SCIENTIFIC JO U R N EY S
British explorer Vivian Fuchs 
headed towards the South Pole 
with the aim of becoming the 
first -man to cross the frozen 
Aanarctic.continent. This map 
shows his approximate route
and also that takqn by Sir Ed­
mund Hillary* leader of a New 
Zealand expedition, who com­
pleted an 850-mile overland 
dash to the South Pole from Mc-
Murdo Sound on the New Zea-
------------------------------------------— ---------------------------------------------
land side of the continent. 
Fuchs originally hoped to reach 
the pole by Christmas but 
treacherous ice conditibns 
slowed his journey.
A T  P EA C H LA N D
Growers Attend 
Chautauqua Meetings
PEACHLAND -  The combined 
Chautauqua meetings of the 
Peachland and Westbank locals 
of the BCFGA were very well 
attended.
C. O. Whinton was chairman of 
the afternoon meeting at Peach­
land and introduced the ‘ speak­
ers, A. W. Watt, district horti­
culturist, and Dr. D. V. Fisher, 
of the Experimental Farm, Sum- 
merland.
Local persons attending the 
evening session in Westbank were 
Mrs.* L. Ayers, Mr. and Mrs. 
Domi, Ted Drought, Ernie Ros- 
ner, Ray Harrington, G. E. 
Wyatt, and W. Seigrist.
Attending the Simpson’s Saw­
mill supervisors and staff din­
ner and dance at the Aquatic in 
Kelowna on Friday evening were 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Kopp, Mr. and 
Airs. D. Archibald, Mr. and Mrs. 
Verne Cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Ray 
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Miller, 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Garraway, 
and Grant Eddy.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Mr. and Mrs. George Birke- 
lund have returned from Long
Beach, California, where they 
have been holidaying for the 
past two and a half months.
Mr. and Airs. John Cameron, 
who’ have be%n, on holidays in 
the States for two weeks were 
home at the weekend, prior to 
returning to • Spences Bridge, 
where Mr. Cameron is employed.
Sharon Kopp is spending the 
weekend with her. aunt, Mrs. 
Felker’ih Summerland.
MEETINGS * -
Mrs. A. Kopp and Mrs. L. E. 
Bawden attended a Guiders meet­
ing, held recently in Summerland 
at the home of the District Com' 
missioner, Mrs. Ted Piers.
A meeting of the fall fair com­
mittee was held at the home of 
Mrs. W. D,* Miller, to make up 
and possibly revise the prize list 
of the centennial and jubilee fair, 
which they hope to make specially 
attractive.
The regular meeting of St. 
Margaret’s WA will be held at 
the home of Aliss M. Coldham, on 
Friday, Feb. 7, at 2:30 p.m.
Oyama
Centennial Play
OYAMA — Promise of an ex­
ceptionally entertaining evening 
is in store for the people of the 
district sometime in August. The 
Oyama Players Club are plan­
ning a grand centennial play as 
a special tribute to the old timers 
in the vicinity.
This stage production will be 
the largest program the Oyama 
Players have produced, with a 
cast of approximately seventy. 
The play has been especially 
written by , Maxwell Poyntz of 
Winfield, and will be directed by 
Mrs. Isobel Pothecary of.Oyama. 
At a meeting held Thursday 
evening, many interested people 
turned out, but a number of en­
thusiasts 6f all ages are still re­
quired for various parts.
WINFIELD VISITOR
WINFIELD -  Captain Sheldon 
Luck of the Maritimes Central 
Airways and Mrs. Luck have been 
guests at the home of the form­
er’s brother-in-law and sister 
Mr. and Mrs. J . A. Gleddie.
BRITISH
BRIEFS
M any Peachland People 
C D .
PEACHLAND — The Civil De­
fence meeting held at the Totem 
Inn was again well attended.
Two pictures were shown, the 
first being “The Fire of London," 
which took place in September 
of 1940. when the German planes 
dropped incendiary bombs, on 
parts of London for four hours, 
Some of the shots were taken 
from the roof of St. Paul’s Cath­
edral. During this fire, sixteen 
firemen were killed and two 
hundred and fifty were injured.
The picture brought back to 
mind those days of 1940 when 
Britain was up against such ter­
rific odds. .
The second picture depicted 
biological warfare and it's effects 
on people and animals.
Claude Watkins, civil defence 
and welfare officer from Van­
couver, lectured on "Welfare 
Services" from the federal, pro­
vincial and municipal .levels. 
Although these three dove-tail, It 
was explained how each func­
tions. He stressed the fact that 
the best advice available in Can- 
ade had been obtained for the 
federal civil defence and wel­
fare, and the responsibilities at 
this level, are many. Tho highest 
authdrity in civil defence, is a 
cabinet defence committee, made 
up of top senior officers of tho
three armed services, a repre­
sentative of the Canadian Re­
search Council and the depart-' 
ment of health and welfare. This 
body lays down general policies.
On the provincial level there is 
a co-ordinating committee simi­
lar to that of the federal civil 
defence committee and is chair­
ed by the civil defence co­
ordinator of the province. This 
committee is responsible for the 
training carried out in the pro­
vince, in tjie seven services of 
welfare such as fire, police, 
gardens.
The municipalities , are re­
sponsible for all persons in their 
particular municipalities. The 
Okanagan bps been named as one 
of the five mobile support areas 
in the event ofva major disaster, 
The five functions of the welfare 
service, In such a case, are cloth1- 
ing, sheltering, feeding, registra­
tion and personal service.
The municipal co-ordinator Is 
responsible to both the district 
co-ordinator and- his mayor or 
reeve.
There will be no lecture on 
Friday, Feb. 7. The next one will 
bo held on Friday, Feb, 14, at 
the Totem Inn, at 8 p.m. The 
subject of the lecture, "Registra­
tion a n d  Documentation of 
Evacuees."
fifth of a second faster than the, patients' recovey so much that, ranch near Calgary sometime 
average driver, was fined £10 some have since been dis-ithis year, 
for careless driving. His* swifter 1 charged.” i .
get • away at corners caused) YEGG8 LEAVE EGGS
slower drivers to think he was! BASIC TRAINING 
dangerous, he claimed. j LEICESTER, England (CP—
A firm, of sales consultants Is 
teaching 28 army recruiting offi­
cers how to sell the army to
NEWCASTLE, England <CP> 
Safecrackers blew. a safe at an 
egg - packing factory in this 
Northumberland city, but the 
blast did: no damkgc to thou­
sands of nearby eggs. However, 
the gang escaped with £2,700.
nXp S IN JAIL
LONDON (CP> -  Police re­
leased an 18-year-old laborer.
THE IJAILY COURIER 
TUES. FEB 4. 1*31
Kevin Hogan from Marlborough 
Street court where he stayed-' 
overnight when he fell asleep*1 
while visiting a friend in the! 
cells. , ■?*'
MANY SACKS SHORT * C 
ENFIELD. England (CP)-Of.’ 
the 6,773 sacks of coal spot-* 
checked in Middlesex last year, 
1,815 were underweight.
V O O D O O 'S  C A U LD R O N
By MARY-ANNA K1R8C1INER
6KAATING PARTY
A suggestion for another skat­
ing party was brought before the 
senior, student’s council and pass­
ed. This party will take place on 
Friday evening, February 7, In 
tho Kelowna Memorial Arena It 
will be sponsored by the basket­
ball club, This will be Rutland 
night—so, como on, kldal get 
your, folks out to have A Whole 
of a time. The last party was a 
terrific success with flips and 
spills of fun. Let's see if tills 
one can be even better. 
STUDENT’S ASSISTANCE 
ftlN D
The acnior council donated $50 
to this fund. The purpose of the 
fund is to assist those who would 
like to continue further educa­
tion but can't meet the exix-nses, 
This fund allows students to bor­
row the'sum  of money needed,
, bearing no interest.
RED CROSS .
The Junior Red Cross Inter 
high council was held hero in 
R.H.S. January 28. There -were, 
22 members present.,, coming 
from Rutland, Kelowna; George 
Pringle and Vernon. The discus­
sion centered nrotind the making 
of health kits and un album. 
The album will contain pictures 
and write-ups on our life' in Can­
ada, what work our Junior Red
foresting articles. The same pro­
ject toolp place last year in our 
school and w»9 appreciated by 
tlio korcan“cnildren.
A film strip on "Red Cross in 
Korea" was shown, which was 
most Interesting and enjoyed by 
all. Before departing from on 
interesting gathering, the dele-
fiafos enjoyed a very tasty unch.
SPORTS
Well, Mr, Basketball has really 
been developing a working spirit 
this past week. On Friday, Janu­
ary 24. a league game was play­
ed against Kelowna. The Owl- 
d ies and Voodetfos played the 
first game which was , a rnzzte 
dazzle. Our Voodettes won by a 
score of 48-ID. Top scorers were 
Marg Fielder :i8; and Dolly 
Bach 10, Keep up the good work, 
girls. '
The Owls and''Voodoos ployed 
on , unusually exciting game, 
with the Owls winning by eight 
points. It was a high scored 
game of .‘82-44,., David Swanson 
did well-fair our team, being lop 
scorer with 26 |>oint.i,
Saturday, Janunry 25, (our 
foams from Lumby were here 
for an exhibition game. Rutland 
won ihrce out of the four games 
played. Lumby won the other 
All ami enjoyed the whole-
CLOSE CALL
CANVEY ISLAND, Eng. (CP) 
When Terry O’Dare, chairman 
of this island's old age pension­
ers, rose to speak at their an 
nual d i n n e r ,  his suspenders 
b r o k e .  A woman pensioner 
quickly passed over a pin and 
O’Dare continued his speech.
SAFETY REWARDS
IPSWICH, England (CP)—Der­
rick Booth of this Suffolk town 
has been awarded £106 by 
United States authorities for 
three safety inventions adopted 
by the U.S. Air Force.
OLD GRENADE
LONDON (CP)—A hand gren­
ade, believed from the. First 
World War, was found by Ron­
ald Toovey in the cellar of his 
Uxbridge home. It was removed 
by a bomb disposal squad.
SLOW DECISION
ALVECHURCH, Eng. (C P )-  
As a result of protests, this 
Worcestershire village decided 
35 years ago to keep Its school 
open even though enrolment had 
dropped to 16. This year, the 
school may finally close—it still 
has only 16 pupils.
PERSONAL TOUCH '
STOUGHTON, England (CP) 
Clergymen ought not to have 
telephones, says Rev. P. H. 
Francis, Anglican vicar of this 
Sussex community. Telephones, 
he says, encourage parishioners 
and parsons to talk to each other 
from their homes , instead of 
meeting each other.
, OLD TRICK
SHEFFIELD, England (C P )-  
A 26-year-old man was commit­
ted for trial on a charge of theft 
in which police say the old 
Trojan h o r s e technique was 
used. The man is accused of hid­
ing In a wooden vaulting horse 
in n youth centre until, It closed,
ord player,
POWER ORDER
LONDON (CP) -  Blnckbu 
and General Aircraft Ltd. h 
announced , nn order to supp 
auxilary power units for t! 
CL-44 transport being built I 
Cnnndair Ltd. of Montreal, T1 
order is for gas turbines.
ABOUT TIME
LONDON (CP)—In an effort 
improve punctuality British rn 
ways are launching a com pc 
(ion with a trophy each year f 
thn region that h'as most trni 
arriving on time.
good sportsmanship.
Monday evening, an exhibition 
preliminary game was played 
between the Voodetfos and Owl- 
ctfos. The glrla .enjoyed a good 
clean game, with the score 
standing in Rutland'* favor 34 
18. '
PROJECTION CLUB
The projection club have been 
keeping themselves busy install 
Ing the connection of the eloctrl 
cal bell across the rood In the 
commerce rooms and in tha  »gr 
iculture room- The bell 1* now in
RUTLAND
GENERAL REPAIRS '
. . WELDING •
KOCH’S GARAGE
Royallte Service Ph. 6877
Be  s m a r t  s h o p  a t
M A C K 'S
GROCERY
For All Your Need* 
la
GROCERIES • MEATS 
DRUGS
ESSO DEALERS
REID’S COR. PH. 6570
2 4  HOUR




Texaco Service Station 
and Coffee Bar
REID’S COR. '









C R O S S R O A D S
.SUPPLIES
REID’S COR. PH. 3104
P A T R O N IZ E  T H ES E 
R E L IA B L E  FIR M S
FRIENDLY NEIGHBOURLY SERVICEo
. !
D istric t m e rc h a n ts  a re  e n ti t le d  to  th e  su p p o rt o f th e  
c itizen s . T hey  a re  e s ta b lish e d  h e re , pay  heavy  ta x e s  a n d  
joft-tim es a ssu m e  m ore th a n  th e ir  sh a re  of th e  responsi­
b ilitie s  o f c itizen sh ip . T h e  m oney  th a t  com es over th e ir  
c o u n te rs  s ta y s  in th e  co m m u n ity , u n lik e  t h a t  w hich  
goes to  th e  o u t-o f-to w n  m e rc h a n t, w hich u su a lly  goes
to  som eone w ho h a s  n o th in g  a t  s ta k e  in th e  co m m u n ity .
*
By buying from  your d is tr ic t  m e rc h a n ts  you a re  w ork­
ing fo r th e  a d v a n c e m e n t o f your own co m m u n ity , fo r 
th e  m oney he h a s  to  sp en d  is sp e n t w here he is e s ta b ­
lished  an d  w here h is in te re s ts  a re . On th e  o th e r  h a n d , 
if you p a tro n ize  som e o u ts id e  concern  w hich does n o t 
g ive a  rap  a b o u t  th e  co m m u n ity , you a re  lack in g  in 




Pete and Emily Selzler 
GROCERIES -  GAS — OIL 
School Supplies, Novelties 
FREE DELIVERY
PHONE 4367




GROCERY - MEATS 
DRYGOODS 
GAS - OIL





•  GROCERIES 
•  MEATS 
•  FRUITS 
•  VEGETABLES 
•  DRYGOODS
SA PIN SK Y '5 
GENERAL STORE
Your Bargain 8tore 
WINFIELD PHONE 2552
Complete Repairs on Cars^ 
Trucks, Tractors.
Authorized AAA Service
BOB W H IT E 'S
ESSO SERVICE
Phone 4055
, . - .......... 5, . .  ................ use and appreciated very much




Groceries - Meats - Fruits 
and Vegetables 





$234.00 in M ERCHANDISE or SERVICE
See If Your Name Is In One O f These Advertisements
This Page is a weekly feature of The Kelowna Daily Courier for a 26-week period 
and there will appear in the advertisements each week the names and addresses 
of three people living in Kelowna and district. Read the advertisements carefully 
and ULyou find your name, dip out the advertisement in which you found your 
name and present it within one week along with a sales slip to the. advertising 
manager of The Kelowna Daily Courier office, showing that goods Oi' services have 
been purchased from any one of the advertisers on this page and you will receive 
absolutely free a $3.00 order to be spent for merchandise or services with one of 
the advertisers on this page. Winner must advise which advertiser they wish to 
spend the $3.00 order with.
/  ■, ■ i
Patronize The Business Firms On This Page
WE’LL GET TO THE 
BOTTOM OF ANY CAR 
TROUBLE
So carefully do we check 
cars in and out, that every 
little trouble is detected and 
cured before^ it can grow 
costly.
You save in the end. 
Tire* — Batteries
SHELL DEALERS
R. Teramura, Woodsdale Rd.
IA K ES H 0 R E
G A R A G E
On the Vernon 
Rd. at Woods M
Lake PH. 2502
VERNON R d .
P E A C H L A N D
ONE STOP 
COMPLETE AUTO , 
SERVICE
By First Class Mechanics
TIRES -  BATTERIES
C. P. Neufcld, Prop.
N o rth w ay  Service
Home Dealers
Vernon Rd. , Phone 3933
GROCERIES * MEATS 
POST OFFICE 
B-A GAS and OIL 
Open 7-10 Dally 
Miss Mary Coldham, 1st Ave.
TREPAN IER 
STORE





WE DO SELL CHEAPER
G A R Y 'S
GENERAL STORE 
PIK 226
YOUR CAR IS A BIG
in v e s t m e n t ' ( ■»
Give it the attention it de­
serves with our first class 
trained mechanics.
PEA C H LA N D  M OTORS LTD .
i ) PHONE 306








IC 24 H O U R
TOWING SERVICE
to




Phone 3 8 12
N •
a,
Give the Family 
a Treat Out at the
WESTBANK GRILL
Phone 708-5573
12 YEARS IN BUSINESS 




P  &  M  M O TO RS
LIMITED
GM PRODUCTS
•  Motor Repairs find 
Tune-dps
•  Welding (Electric and 
Acetylene)
•  Farm Machinery 
Repairs




• Wo acll and repair 






TUNEUPB - CAR SERVICE 
TRACTIONIZING 
TYRES -  BATTERIES 
Open Dally 7 a.m. - ' l l  p.m*. 
BILL’S
JU N C T IO N  SERVICE
Chevron Dealers 
VERNON RD. PH. 3041
SHOl>






*  M E A tS
*  PRODUCE
W ES TB AN K
SUPERETTE
PII. 8.5531





, ■: - i ’ , \ , ■ -i ■ ' ' i





Maple Loaf —— lb. v J C
BOLOGNA OAf*
Muplo Loaf . . i — lb, vwl*
CORNED BEEF CQ |.
Maplo Leaf ............ lb. J ' L
Maple Leaf Cottage Roll*
Wo feature a wide variety 
of Maplo l^af-products.
SH OP A N D  S A V E
at your
W ES TB AN K
FR O ZEN  FO O D  
LOCKERS
M EA T  M A R K ET






ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
ng year old German 








HOUSEWORK WANTED — 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fri­




FRIGERATOR $30. xxx Har­
vey Ave. Phone 0000.
RESULTS!
BOARD AND JIOOM FOR 
two working men in private 
home. Phone 0000.
RESULTS!
WANTED — 1932 FORD 





WIENS — Mr. and Mr*. David 
J . Welna (nee Sylvia P. Turton) 
of aSR 4, Hobson Rd.. announce 
the, arrival of their daughter, 
Barbara Jane, weight 8 lbs., 1 oz., 
Kelowna General Hospital, Wed­
nesday, Jan. 29. 1958. 133
RELIABLE CARPENTER DE­
SIRES inside finishing, kitcherf 
cabinets, wall tiling, remodeling 
and decorating. Very moderate 
rates. Phone 7950. 135
HEMELSPECK -  Lorraine Mario 
is happy to announce she has a 
baby sister. Deborah Anne, who 
arrived at Kelowna General Hos­
pital, Saturday, Feb, 1, 1958, 
weighing 7 lbs., 9V4 ozs. Their 
parents are Mr. and Mrs. 
Michael D, Hemelspeek, 550 Pat­
terson Ave. 133
EXPERT TYPING DONE-AT 
I tome- Invoices, statements, let- 
ers.n etc., done by fully ex­
perienced stenographer. Phone 
8597. 137
Deaths
KYLE — Funeral service for the 
late Mrs. Ellen Kyle, aged 85 
years who passed away in Ver­
non Hospital on Monday, Feb. 3, 
will be held from Day's Chapel 
of Remembrance on Wednesday 
Feb. 5 at 2 p.m. Lieut Jarvie 
and Lieut. Wicks of the Salva­
tion Army will conduct the serv­
ice, interment in the Kelowna 
Cemetery. Mr. Kyle predeceased 
In 1947. Surviving Mrs. Kyle are 
three sons and two daughters, 14 
grandchildren, four great grand 
children. Day’s Funeral Service 
Ltd. is in charge of the arrange­
ments. 133
Card O f  Thanks
WE WISH TO EXPRESS OUR 
deep appreciation and thanks to 
the doctors of the Underhill 
Clinic, nurses on the medical 
t  floor. Day's Funeral Home, pall­
bearers, and many friends for 
their kindness shown during the 
illness and loss of Mr. William 
Crosby, father and brother of 
Josephine, Bob, Gladys and 
Gordon Crosby. 133
MR. GEORGE NELSON TAYLOR 
and family wish to express their 
sincere thanks to nurses and 
staff of Kelowna General Hos 
pital, doctors oi Knox Clinic, 
Kelowna Funeral Directors, also 
the soloist, friends and neighbors 
and special thanks to Rev. Willis 
of First Baptist Church, for their 
* help and kindness in the loss of 
a beloved wife and mother, Mrs 
Effie Taylor. 133
WE WISH TO EXTEND OUR 
sincere thanks and appreciation 
for the many acts of kindness 
messages of love and understand­
ing and beautiful floral tributes 
from our many friends and 
neighbors during our recent be­
reavement. Special thanks to Dr, 
Carruthers, Dr. Underhill, Dr 
Athans and Dr. Rankine.






University Business Adminlstra 
tion graduate with 14 years ex­
perience in Personnel and Serv­
ices Administration wishing to 
establish home in Kelowna or 
district, is desirous of obtaining a 
position in Personnel or Service 
Administration, Public or Com­
munity Relations, or associated 
fields.
Phone J .  M. SMITH 2720
135
HOUSEKEEPER REQUIRES po­
sition March 1, with lady' or 
aged couple. Box M3778, Kelowna 
Daily Courier. 138
Help Wanted
Motels -  Hotels
SHADY STREAM MOTEL 
Pacific Ave. off Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished 2 and 3 
room cottages. . Propane Gas 







Phones, Television, Laundry 
Day, Week, Month 
WLNTER RATES
155
RED TOP AUTO COURT
1688 Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished, plus Tele­
vision, 3-room individual cot­
tages. Front and rear, entrances. 
Private parking stalls. All utili­
ties supplied. Low weekly or 
monthly rates. 154
FURNACE
Wood and coal — including all 




513 Lawrence Phone 2115
134
SECTIONAL CHESTERFIELD 
$85, blonde china cabinet $35; 
both like new. Phone 3427. 134
CABINS—2 ROOMS AND BATH, 
fully modern. Reasonable rates. 
Phone 8169 noon or after 5 p.m.
137
SALESM AN’ FOR 
KELOW NA" AREA
Experience in the selling of 
European cars essential. All ap­






1760 Vernon Rd. v
Completely furnished three room 
duplex units, all utilities, laundry 
facilities, 2 channel Television
138
Board And Room
. THE GUEST HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3941.
.133
Business Opportunities
991 Ellis St. Kelowna, B.C.
134
LICENSED R E A L  ESTATE 
salesman or saleslady required. 
Must be experienced, reliable 
and efficient. For Penticton of­
fice- Apply Box 3786 Kelowna 
Courier. 138
WHOLESALE PICTURE FRAM­
ING Business — a going concern. 
Books can be seen by conscient­
ious buyer. Owner willing to 
assist beginner in starting the 
business. Contact Mrs. H. Ross, 
1688 Richter. Phone 3147. 133
CONSERVATIVE W O M E N  
regular meeting Yacht Club, 
Monday, Feb. 10, 8:00 p.m. All 




THE KELOWNA BRANCH 
the Society of the Prevention
Cruelty to Animals will hold its 
annual, meeting in the Board 
Room of the Okanagan Regional 
Library on Tuesday, Feb. 4, at 
8 p.m. All numbers and friends 
are urged to attend. An interest­





The Kelowna Daily Courier 
has a new route open for 
delivery, afternoons after 
school and Saturdays. . 
HATHAWAY STORE
Prefer hoys living in  or near 




SELL OR TRADE FOR 
OKANAGAN PROPERTY
Trucking business' at the Coast, 
Sawdust and Shavings Contract 
and two 3-ton Mercury trucks 
(with blower and push out) 
Valued at $4,250, Delta Fuel, 
8580-112th St., R.R. No. 9, New. 
Westminster, B.C. 135*
KELOWNA AND DISTRICT ROD 
and Gun Club annual game 
banquet Saturday, Feb. 22 at 
Kelowna Aquatic. Tickets will be 
a t premium. Now available Kel­
owna Book and Gift Shoppe, 549 
Bernard Ave. 136
ST. ANDREW'S GUILDS Turkey 
Supper 7 p.m., Feb. 5, Com­
munity Hau. Tickets $1.25. Ad­
mission by ticket only. May be 
had from Guild members or 
Hall’s store. 133
WANTED TO RENT — PIANO 
by reliable party by- week or 
month. References. Phone 3314 
between 1 and 2:30 p.m. 133
BETA SIGMA PHI RUMMAGE 
Sale Wednesday, Feb. 5, at 
Women's Institute Hall 10:30 a.m
133
Business Personal
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest 
Phone 2481. 154
WATCH REPAIR
. Fast, Reliable Service
REX
Electronic Service 
249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405 
'  155
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR
Room No. 1 »
453 Lawrence Avenue 
Phone 3903
R.R. No. 3, Vernon, B.C.
147
REPAIR SPECIALISTS
Radios, Televisions, Electric 




249 Bernard Ave, Phone 3405
, ;■ : 1 ; ■ ■ 185




URGENTLY NEEDED -  2 bed­
room home by March 1. Close 
in. Phone 3516. 134
For Rent
FURNISHED SUITE — Ground 
floor, private entrance, fully 
equipped, one block south of 
Post Office, Phone 2414. ,
TWO ROOMED FURNISHED 
suite for rent—1034 Bordon Ave 
133-138-144-150
THE BERNARD LODGE 
rooms by day, week, <
Bed 
or month 
Also housekeeping rooms. Phone 
2215. 154
FURNISHED LIGHT HOUSE­
KEEPING room, heat and' hot 
water provided. Good location 
and view. Suitable for one or, two 
business girls. Apply 843 Harvey’
135
BARTLEY ROAD — BETWEEN 
Kelowna and Wcstbnnk, 5 room 
modern, unfurnished house, fur­
nace and propane range. $50 per 
month. Phono Westbank SO-f}- 
5489. 154
PRINCE CHARLES LODG
Rooms by day, 'week, month 
community kitchen, ijlt, facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
' 138
Cars And Trucks
YOU SAVE ON 
YOUR CAR 
AT GEMACO
THE DAILY COURIER 
TUES. FEB 4, 1958
Articles For Sale
SUPERCLEAN BLEACH
Kelowna product. Machine and 
Hand Laundry. Household and 
Commercial use. Jake Reiraer, 
phone 3408 or 3056. 140
BANTAM MOTORCYCLE—Good 
conditipn, $125 cash. Phone Win­
field 2538 after 6 p.m. 135
RANGE. FRIGIDAIRE — Forty 
inch. Excellent condition. 2061 
Abbott St. Phone 3036. 137
DRAPES —„ Pair, gray, all-over 
silver leaf pattern. 48x96 inches, 
used only 6 weeks $8.* Phone 
8767. 138
KENMORE RANGETTE - WITH 
heavy coils, like new. $90. Phone 
2741 evenings, • 137
WELDER AND LIGHT PLANT- 
portable, electric- cables and hel­
met. Original price $1,175, sell­
ing $700; fast charger, 6 and 12 
volt,, original price $65* selling 





For all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash - Plywood 
Insulation - Cement - Bricks 
Paints - Doors - Floorings 
Buy local — Buy at 
WM. HAUG. & SON 
1335 Water St. Phone 2066
153
* * ■ n  v jt
tm 'tw 1I Ys
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M O TH ER S  PRO TEST S TR A PP IN G
Odette Lachance, 20-year-old 
Winnipeg school teacher, shows 
how she strappped 20 of her 39 
pupils for hot being able to 
spell. She said she would do it 
again if necessary in spite 'of
the storm of protest by arfgry 
parents. One of the children 
said he had intentionally spell­
ed words wrongly to see if Miss 
Lachance would carry out her
threat of strapping.
Mothers of the children besieg­
ed the school board in Winnipeg 
to ask that Miss Lachance be. 
disciplined. They were told, the
principal had spoken to the tea­
cher but intended to do no 
more. Miss Lachance fainted 
when she saw her action had 
made newspaper headlines.
C A N A D IA N  G LA N C ES
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 
GLenburn 1500. 154
Fuel And Wood
S. M. SIMPSON LTD. can accept 
a limited number of orders for 
spruce slabs. City deliveries of 
spruce fuel at $3.50 pet unit, will 
be made as quickly as possible. 
Phone today to Simpson’s Fuel 




957 PLYMOUTH V-8, 2- 
door, radio and 
heater ____ — ...$2,175
956 VOLKSWAGEN ‘ Se­
dan, beautiful new coral 
color, radio and special gas 
operated  ̂heater ..—..$1,395
GEMACO
991 Ellis Street Phone 3993
Evenings Phone 3402 or 3432
133
DRY BUSH AND SLAB WOOD— 
Phone Ivan Spletzer 6367. 141
Pets And Supplies
PUPPY — BLACK. TWO month 
old. Apply 2242 Speer Street. $5. 
v  133
GOLDEN LABRADORS — Reg 
istered C.K.C. 3 months old, 
male, female (spayed, if desired) 
$50 each. Tomby Kennels, DeHart 
Road, Okanagan Mission. 134
Farm Produce
FOR SALE-LARGE QUANTITY 
barley, oats, wheat. Apply to J. 
Shultz, R.R. 3, Armstrong, B.C 
Phone 3688. 134
Legal
1948 PONTIAC SEDAN — Good 
tires, motor and b o d y , A steal 
at $195. Mervyn Motors, phone 
4207. i 133
1957 FORD Vz TON TRUCK. 
2,000 miles like new. Will take 
small trade in. Phone 4025 days 
or 3422 evenings. [ 1 3 7
1953 FORD HARDTOP — Fully 
equipped, custom radio, over­
drive transmission. 1028 Corona­
tion evenings, or phone B. 
Woikcn 2232 days. . 133
1956 METEOR NIAGARA — Two 
door sedan, custom styletone 
paint, radio, * low mileage. Will 
trade for older car ,or truck. 
Evenings Phone 2160. 133
1953 DODGE SEDAN — TWO 
tone | blue, radio, signals, seat 
covers, tinted glass, 26,000 
original miles. Phone 2515. 135
1948 CHEVROLET—% one ton 
truck, four speeds transmission, 
good motor. $375. Mervyn Motors, 
Phone 4207. 133
WATCH "CARS AND TRUCKS 
for Bale"—there are some great 
bargains Hated every issue of the 
Courier. • 32-tff
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
GEORGE JOHN KRAUSHAR.
DECEASED
TAKE NOTICE that,, by order 
of his Honour Judge Lindsay 
made the 22nd day of January 
1958, I was appointed Administra­
tor of the Estate of George John 
Kraushar, deceased, late of the 
City of Kelowna, British Colum­
bia and all parties having claims 
against the said estate are here­
by required to furnish the same, 
properly verified, to me on or be­
fore the 17th 'day of March 1958, 
after which claims filed will be 
paid without . reference to any 
claim of which I then had no 
knowledge.
And further take notice that 
nil persons indebted to the, said 
Estate are required to pay their 
indebtedness to me forthwith.
PATED this 31st day of 
January, 1958. . . ’
ELMER ROSS OATMAN, 
Official Administrator, 
South Okanagan District, 
Court House, Kelowna, B.C.
GOLD RUSH OFF
BURNABY, B.C. (CP)—A plan 
to celebrate British Columbia’s 
centennial with a “gold rush” 
has been cancelled. It had.been 
planned to hide simulated gold 
nuggets to be exchanged for 
prizezs by “prospectors.” Legal 
officials said it would be consid­
ered a lottery.
HUNT TEACHERS
VICORIA (CP) -  For the 
fourth consecutive year, British 
Columbia will send an official to 
Britain to recruit teachers.
RAISE THE LIMIT
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) — Mrs. 
J. W. Lindsay, in an address, 
suggested the legal age for 
drinking in beverage rooms be 
set at 3D—due to the difficulty 
in determining the age of mi­
nors.
OFFERED FREE
PORT ALBERNI, B.C. ( C D -  
Four booms' of reject logs are 
bei$g offered free to residents .of 
this area by a logging company 
which says it loses $1,000 
month in good! logs stolen by 
persons seeking firewood.
FOOD FROM WHALES
VANCOUVER (CP) — Mink 
may be raised healthfully on 
canned whale meat, Dr. A. J. 
Wood of the University of Brit­




ace Gladstone, treaty member 
of the Blood tribe, was honored 
with a ceremonial dance on the 
tribe’s reserve on his appoint­
ment as assistant Indian agent 
at Hay Lake, Alta.
1954 FORD RANCH WAGON 
New condition, all! original 
equipment, 26,000 miles, >1,705. 





1954 PLYMOUTH SAVOY-Four 
door sedan, reconditioned motor, 
good paint, clean Interior. Will 
taka trade. Phone 3607, 133
ZWEISIMMEN, S w i t zerland 
(Reuters)—What is claimed ns 
the longest aerial cableway in 
Europe, covering nearly three 
miles, has been bhilt near hore 




Forfreo estimate call 4646, Chet’s 
Gas.Service. 142




No white space. 
Minimum 10 word*.
I Insertion ,__ _ per word 8#
8 consecutive 1
insertion* . per word 
6 coiwecuUve.inwrtlona
or more .....------per word 2#
’ i . 1 '
‘ . : -'i • Ctaftd&ed Display ■ ■
One insertion ------- — $1.1$ Inch
I  consecutive, 
insertions 1.05 inch
•  consecutive Insertions 
or more — JL .93 inch
’ a’4 • • Courier
Classified Telephone
4445 ,
FURNISHED BEDROOM IN 
private , home, with kitchen 
rivilcges, $30 month. ’ Phone 
3. < i  135
INTERNATIONAL Vfe-TON 
good transportation, for 
unter or fi&hcrmnn, Cash sale 




SUITE -  THREE ROOMS AND 
bath. Adults'only. Available Feb. 
1st, Apply Reliable Motors, 134
Property For Sale
1048 JEEP -  FOUR WHEEL 
drive with cab. 30,000) miles, in 
excellent condition. For infor­
mation phono 4545. 136
Excellent
Stucco Bungalow
South side, has large living room, 
dining room, roomy kitchen, and 
four Dedrooms, Part basement 
has furnace, cooler and laundry 
tuba, Matching garage. Full price 
Is only $13,000.00 with very good 
terma available.
JOHNSTON &  TAYLO R
. REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AOENTS 
418 Bernard Ave.’i Radio BnlMlayj 
Phone 281$
Evenings 297$, 4IM or 29U ^
IMMIGRANTS stay
RIO, DE JANEIRO (Reuters) 
Three - quarters of the lmml 
grants who came to Brazil be 
tween 1851 and 1050 remained 
hore, g o v e r n m e n t  statis­
tics clnim. A total of 4,800,000 
persons entered the country in 
jhat period. , , ,
1957 METEOR, RIDEAU 500 
Hardtop, 11,000 miles. For inform 
motion phone 4545. • 136
1038 STUDE1JAKER SEDAN 
good tires and transportation, 
priced at $05. Mervyn Motors, 
phone 4207, ,133
Au to Financing
CAR BUYERS OUR FINANCING 
service at low cost will help you 
make a better deal. Aak us now 
before you buy. Carruthcrs nnd 
Melkle Ltd,, 364 Bernard Ave.. 
Kelowna. B.C. » ,
, . 133-134-135*145-149-147
Articles W anted
iU S E D 'lW h l^ IC ^ I^ lS s U R E  
system. Pump should be 350 to 
[100 gallons pec hour rapacity, 
ith or >ii H.P* motor, and 













, MEDICAL DIRECTORY 
SERVICE




W IDE W ORLD
LONGEST RUN 
JASPER, Alta. (CP)—Marmot 
basin near here claims the long­
est unbroken ski run in Canada 
eight miles.
RECORD FIELD
ESTEVAN, Sask. (CP)-Steel- 
man oil field in southern Sask­
atchewan has become the first 
field in the province to have 
more than 600 producing wells.
HEFTY CATCH 
MOOSE JAW, Sask. (C P )- 
Jack C. Bennett of Chamber- 
lain, Sask., caught a 15^-pound 
; ackfish or, nothern pike through 
the ice on nearby Buffalo Pound 
Lake.
LONG SERVICE
OXBOW, Sask. (CP)—A. W. 
Young, first elected in 1916, has 
been re-elected to his 43rd con­
secutive term as secretary-lreas- 
urer of the, Alameda Agricultural 
Society. «
EXPENSIVE ERROR'
YORKTON, Sask. (CP)-^Gar- 
bage collectors made a '  costly 
error when they mistook a car­
ton, containing a $117 lamp fix­
ture, for a box of junk and ran 
it through their truck’s compact­
ing unit.
MILK GOES7 THROUGH
DALMENY, Sask. (CP)—Four 
dairy operators, convinced the 
milk must go through, operate a 
co-operative snowplow to keep 
the roads open for their trucks.
PERSONAL MAIL
CARROT RIVER, Sask. (CP) 
Everett Hornby enclosed a note 
with his name on it when he 
loaded a grain car here. Eleven 
days later, the car was un­





BUENOS A I R E S  (AP)~ 
Threatened by a strike, the la' 
bor ministry has-announced in­
creases up to 20 per cent In re­
tirement benefits for employees 
of the state-owned railway. A 
monthly minimum correspond­
ing to $35 was established.
* OLD OAK FALLS
BLOIS, France (Reuters)—An 
oak dating from the reign of 
King Louis XIV, who died in 
1715, has been felled in the state 
forest near here.- A merchant 
paid the equivalent of $3,229 for 
the lumber.
FISH RESEARCH
MOSCOW CAP) — The news: 
paper Soviet Fleet reports a Sô  
viet submarine is being assigned 
to special duty this summer, re­
searching fishing areas. Equip­
ped with light projectors to per­
mit observation and photog- 
graphy, it will carry a group of 
experts on marine life.
MILLIONS FLEE
TAIP1E (AP)—Nearly 4,000,* 
000 Chinese. have Red China 
since the Communists began 
overrunning it in 1949, a Chinese 
Nationalist report says. About 
2,000,000 settled in Hong Kong.
REDS REWARDED 
"BUDAPEST (AP) — Several 
Communists wounded In combat 
during the 1956 Hungarian up­
rising have been rewarded by 
the government. They received 
lifetime railroad passes.
WAR ON PESTS
HONG KONG (AP) — Radio 
Peiping reports an official fight 
is under way a g a i n s t  Red 
China’s four most harmful pests 
—mosquitoes, flies, rodents and 
grain-eating sparrows.
NEW HOTEL
TOKYO (AP) — Japan Air 
Lines will begin in April on con­
struction of a new 11-storey, 
$1,000,000 hotel in downtown 
Tokyo. •
PATRON SAINT
VATICAN CITY (AP)—Pope 
Pius XII has named St. John 
Bosco patron saint of apprentice 
workers. Don Bosco was noted 
for- hjs social and educational 
works among Italian laborers.
1,200 VACANCIES 
HONG KONG (AP)—Elections 
begin in May to fill some 1,200 
seats in Red China’s National 
People’s Congress, the country’s 
highest legislative body. Voting 
is expected to continue until 
July.
R O O M  A N D  B O AR D  B Y G EN E A H ER N
Y KNOW WHAT > 
HAPPENED RXW&,
I  S O LD  K  F O IL  ’ ’  
ID  ’AVALANCHE r 
MCKIJU9V TH’ > 
6LW WHO BEAT 
M E K A5 5 LIN ’
LA S T  T O D A Y  
KllOHT!
r I T D lD ’M  TH* TOIL WAS
6000 lock but its
SPELL WAS K a N N lN * TO  
PULI. AWAY FIZQW ME AN’  
LA K H  ONTO HW UTW CrS 
'  WHY HE WON TH* 
KASSUN* M ATCH LBEIN * 
A  9MZSmQ0 GUY, 
HE &0U6HT TH’ POlL ' 
F o e  A  H U N N ER T AN ’  
FIFT Y  P O L IA K S ’i
$150?..'JOVE, ^  
ASIDE FROM THE 1 
FEW DOLLARS V0U 
PAID TO HAVE IT 
ATTACHED TO A 
50CKFIN, >Ol)
MADE NEARLY AS 
MUCH PROFIT OH 
THE PEARL AS I 
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s w e e t  DREAMS
Sweet tor sleep — our Printed 
Pattern makes a complete slum­
ber wardrobe — easiest sowing. 
Nightie comes in. 3 lengths (with 
bloomers tor shortlc style), 2 
necklines. 2 sleeve versions.
Printed 'PatternN)172: Misses’ 
Sizes 10. i2, 14, 16, 18, 20, Size 
16 dress-length gown, 4Vs yards 
35-inch. Embroidery transfer.
Printed directions on each pat 
tern part. Easier, accurate.
Bondi FORTY CENTS' (40c) in 
coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this'pattern. Please 
print plainly, SIZE, NAME, AD­
DRESS, STYLE NUMBER to 
Marion Martin, The Kelowna 
Courier Pattern Dept., 60 Front 
St. W., Toronto.
Delivery of patterns wilt take 
about ton days. ,
,:X
, U/ ju u e * W k u fis
TRADITIONAL QUILT
Double Snowball, a favorite 
that dates back to colonial days. 
Just two materials used.
It takes onh* 3 patches to 
make this quilt. With curved 
edges slashed, piecing Is easy 
Pattern 528: Pattern o f patches 
directions, chart, yArdagcs.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS 
In coins (stamps cannot be no 
cented) for this pattern to Laurn 
Wheeler, Nccdlccrnft Dept., Kcl 
owna Courlcir Pattern Dept., <X 
Front gt. W. Toronto. Print 
plainly PATTERN NUMBER 
your NAME and ADDRESS.
Two FREE Patterns as a gift 
to our, rcaders-rprinted rljiht\ in 
our 1957 ,Laura Wheeler Needle- 
craft Book. Dozens of other, dp- 
stgds you’ll want to order—easy 
fascinating handwork tor youiv 
self, your homo, gifts, bazoslr 
items. Send 25 cents for your 
copy of this book today !
ILLUM INATED SCROLLS 
FOR OLDTIM ERS
The B.C, Centennial Committee is issuing special illumi­
nated scrolls 'for n nufttber of olddmcrs, These scrolls are 
of two kinds, pne is fdr those who were Resident in British 
Columbia nt the time the first regular passenger train 
reached the Pacific Const, on July 4th, 1886, the other 
scroll will be isued to those persons who were resident 
in British Columbia on or before July 20th, 1871, when 
the colony became a-Province of Canada. (
These scrolls have been beautifully lithographed and 
are 12 by 15 inches in size well worjth)) of framing.
Readers arc asked to submit on the coupon below, the 
names and addresses of nnyone they know who may be 
eligible to jcccive one or both of the above scrolls.
pull nam e.... ................ .
Y>gc .................. . Born at
Dale of Birth L.....
Year You Cariic to B.C. „ 
Full Present Address.... .
* 1 t ' -
Pihonc No. *•*•••*»•**»*.
A
Mail to, or leave this coupon at 
THF, CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE 
CITY HALL, KEtOWNA, B.C 




Serious Medical Problem 
A n  Itch
By Herman N. Buodeaen. MJ>- suiting from much more dra­
matic affliction*.
VARIETY 0 7  CAUSESYou probably can't imagine that anything to  comical as an 
itch could be a serious medical 
matter. The truth is, however, 
that i more persons complain "of 
itching than any other skin dis­
ease. '• ■ • ' '
..Spontaneous itching t r  actu­
a l l y  a modified form of pam. It 
travels along the same * fibers 
used by. pain sensations. 
ANN0YB4G QUALITY 
Tha-ltcfe is about -half-way be- 
tw eeqtbe pleasurable tickle and 
pure pa in .. The most annoying 
quality df an ttch. in fact, is that 
it- is; Oompoundcd of pure pain 
and paiiniependent pleasure — 
the tick!? — in equal quantities.
Extreme ’itching, ’ or pruritus 
as it is known in medical term­
inology, can be agonizing tor­
ture. I f  can produce pain which 
often is greater than that re-
C a n u c k  C h a n g e s  
M in d  In  S to c k  
C a se
TUBS. FEB 4. 1SSS T H E  D A ILY  CO UKIEB
WINE COMPLETES PICTURE
MELVILLE, Sask. (CP)-Sieg- 
fried Mildcbrath, farmer Europ­
ean restaurateur who now man­
ages an eating place Imre, says 
iCanadiaps donotenjoy their food.
In Canada since 1953, Mr. Mil- 
debrath comes from a long line of 
European restaurant owners. His 
father, grandfather and great­
grandfather owned restaurants in 
Germany.
Comparing eating habits of 
Canadians and Europeans, he 
said Europeans eat their food 
with a cultured taste and, take 
time to enjoy it. Canadians rush
-A 30-H0U6T0N. Tex. (AP) 
year-old' Canadian changed his 
mind Friday after telling police 
here he was wanted as a witness 
in a Toronto stock-swindle case.
“I made the story up,” Peter 
G. Martlq told police.
Toronto police and officials of 
the Ontario Securities Commis­
sion. which brought the Toronto 
stock action, said they have not 
heard of Martin in connection 
with the case. A spokesman said 
"we do not plan to call him as 
a  witaess.”
Police in London, Ont., how­
ever, 'said a Peter G. Martin is 
wanted there on several charges 
of passing bad cheques. 
CHANGES MIND 
Martin, who gave police a New 
York home address, changed his 
mind about saying he may be 
wanted in the Toronto case after 
Houston police asked the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation to look 
into his story that he was for­
merly an accountant for Peter 
Crosby, a New York financier 
who faces trial on charges of 
theft and false pretences.
Itchiar can be produced by •  
vast,variety of causes 
Temperature changes might 
cause an itch, or woolen doth- 
g, so commdn in this weather,
Ight be the villain.
Sometimes the causes are 
more serious — nephritis, gout, 
hepatitis, diabetes or other or­
ganic conditions.
T b e r e a r q p a y c h o i o g l c a l  
causes, too.
For. example, I'll bet that you 
will have to scratch once or 
twice as you read this article. I 
get itchy just writing about 
pruritus.
MOST IMPORTANT
Removal* pf, the -cause, wheth-1 through each meal, ‘‘like a ma- 
er organic or psychological, is chine in high gear.” 
the most important object of I EVERYONE RUSHES
•  chore to the Cana-lief from that often maddening|^ nn ^  eats yntif he is ’feci
^  t S K "  MUdebr'ath added.
rary r e l ^ b u t  the remedy often H ” in^aM d^voucauses more damage than th e n } ^  liquor, in,Canada you finish
affliction. |with a bromo.
If you scratch or rub ' an itch- In Canada, "everything is rush 
ing area too vigorously for pro- rush, rush. Everyone Rushes 
longed periods you may develop Waitresses rush, t^ose- eating 
fissures, wheals, blood crusts, rush, and the whole dining at- 
blotches or even lichenification. mosphere is one of hubbub.” 
la Uchenification, the skin be- ^  is not the case in Europ- 
comes thick and leathery, the ean countries? where eating is 
normal markings of the skin are consjdered a culture, and people
3 S T U S  d *,v e S rble U  “ ' « > -  “ lwtag
W0R8E THAN AN ITCH 'every mouth,ul-
Believe me, this is much worse 
than any itch, no matter how 
tormenting the itch may seem.
Your body is covered by ap­
proximately 19 square feet of 
skin which varies in thickness 
from one-eighth to one-thirty- 
second of an inch. An itch may 
occur anywhere, anytime.
C a n a d ia n s  D o n 't  E n jo y  E a t in g , 
E x -E u r o p e a n  R e s ta u r a te u r  /
There, he says, the whole meal 
is designed with each dish com­
plementing another, and the. wine 
or liquor is chosen to blend in 
ittx the taste of the particular 
an. ‘ ■ . ' '
Liquor, he added, forms an im­
portant part of thq European 
table, being "like the harmonious 
frame for a  . beautiful picture. 
He said he has nothing against 
people drinking milk, but per­
sonally- he felt that it tepded to 
wipe away the taste of the meal.
F o u r  P e o p le  D ie  
In  'C o p t e r  C ra s h
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The 
.pilot and three oil field workers 
It is not, as you can -se, as died in roughs. Gulf of Mexico 
funny as many persons think. waters early today when a hell 
QUESTION AND ANSWER copter crashed two miles south
D. T.: My sister is suffering of Grand Isle, La. 
from Lupus Erythematosus. Can Company officials said the hell 
you tell me something about copter was making a forced land 
this disease? ing.
Answer: Lupus erythematosus Air and s?a search craft res. 
is characterized by pinkish or L ued seven other men after a 
reddish colored patches of van- terrifying two hours in the 
/hiv sizes. When these patches phnni;v milf 
he« , they leave thin, white 1C °PPy guU- 
scars. The eruption usually ap­
pears on the cheeks and bridge 
of the nose and does not itch or 
cause other symptoms.
The cause is not definitely 
known.
Y O U  L E A V E  M g  1  K W U  W H A T , 
N O W , A M D I U - X  F R I E N D - - ?
expose mb t m i a  HKATHLCst atcrowM
THAT Y O U  M B  T O  D O U B L E -C R O S S  
J U L I E T  J O N E S ?  Y O U 'R E  L O S S 'S  H OU R
?KdS.” ijt(fr
eentRTAxgk- 





OTTAWA (CP)—A charge that 
Liberal members of Parliament 
intimidated new Canadian citi­
zens into voting for their party 
was denied Saturday in the Com­
mons.
The charge was denied by 3. 
W. Pickersgill (L — Bonavista- 
Twillingate), former citizenship 
minister, who said it was “ex­
travagant and utterly false,”
Mr. Pickersgill said it was 
made by Elizabeth Jansen of Kit­
chener, Ont., in a Calgary speech 
early in January, but had been 
‘watered d o w n ” in another 
speech in Edmonton Jan. 10.
said the only evidence she 
cited was that a Liberal MP from 
the Kitchener area had sent let­
ters of congratulations to immi 
grants who obtained their final 
citizenship papers.
“There is nothing wrong in do­
ing that,” Mr. Pickersgill said.
Postmaster - General William 
Hamilton had been more “assid­

































































1. Collection of 
bee hives
2. Troops In 
front of
army,.
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| FOR TOMORROW
Excellent planetary influences 
I prevail now. You should make 
fine headway in business and 
financial dealings, and there is 
also a strong possibility that, 
through the aid of another, you 
will gain an objective that 
seemed difficult of attainment.
| FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday,
I your horoscope- indicates-that- it 
would be smart to capitalize on 
every available opportunity, to 
advance your position, jobwise, 
during the next five .months, 
[ since your efforts during this 
period could provide a fine 
springboard for real achievement 
| by year’s end.
September will be an especial­
ly good month to attract the at­
tention of superiors where your 
abilities are concerned, and the 
stars will then be generous^ where 
long-range matters are con­
cerned.
The next five months (also 
September) will also be good 
from a monetary standpoint but, 
despite this fact, it would be 
wise to be conservative in spend­
ing this year — especially dur- 
ing November. ’’Travel ana \  ro­
mance will be favored in late 
June and, except for brief per­
iods during July and August, 
domestic and social matters 
should prosper.
A child born on this day will 
be endowed with fine intelligence 







♦  K1053 
* K J 3
DAILx v u  rTOQUOTE -  Here’* how to work 
A X Y D L B A A X  R 
U L O N G F E L L O W
it:
Ohe letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different.
A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
V J P  G Z W U  G J V W Q P  P Z  I C B S  
I X P J ,  L Z B  W Z G Q C P Q  R C G J
U Z — O C P P U .  * I ----- -----
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: THIS DISH OF MEAT IS TOO GOOD dnrer found himself In a four 
FOR ANY BUT ANGLERS, OR VERY HONEST MEN — WALTON. P®®1* c°n‘ract witah ten tricks in
| sight, but cashed only nine of







♦  A9842 
*10975
EAST ‘
4  K963 
F 42  
♦  QJ7«
4  A J 5 2 
F A K Q J 6 f
■ ■ ♦
4A 64  
The bidding:
South Wert North East 
I F  Pass 1NT psa*
* F
Opening lead—ten of hearts, 
Lack of communication be­
tween declarer’s hand and dum­
my’s many times spells the dif­
ference between success and IqII- 
| ure of a contract.
Consider this case where de




them because he could not reach 
dummy’s nco of diamonds,
West had no particularly at­
tractive side suit to lead and de­
cided to open a trump. Declarer 
won it and saw that he was in 
difficulty unless, he could get to 
dummy to make use of the aca 
of diamonds.
ri«^
TUCY HAVE DCYttOKO] 
AmsrcoaaMffH
T H A T  f N A f l m  T H EM  
TO WITHSTAND TH« 
6AVA0E 6T0CM5
RICHARD S0IHNtlU«.Mi IWKARDWmwnUft
StRlffO AS RECTORS OF THK CHURCH OF 6CFTON,
England p m  a n  u m m w w m o  pc&oo
CP n o  V£ABS 
(iT«viso«-iBas)
1m m m  4TOHI-Oortiao.CYmrt.
A  MY F E E T  H I O H  A N D  W S l O H O T O T O M E - Y S T  i T t f l  
BAUSHCtO 80 PCLUADM.Y THAT* (m O O W
m *  t r  bak k am o pm tm
up with a triqk
T H E O LD  H O M E T O W N  -  Stanley
AH '.-a h !*J £ t  in s is t * j u s t  ,
"THIS CW CB-
<»!0Q*1PAIWAY* PUTS '
•UP that pmowy T im ur




TMETOLD PW , I **
HASAn* LOTT A TU8SLH YRT,
2 Z L
YM COULONTHBPIT/WRIM)̂  WRI SUCH A CUTE BLONDS ID 
DRNI YOU HOME. WHO KSH&t I
J T J l
n lV K fF i. 's w
AWtDOWNAMCD'WOLFVr..WSO THINKS YOCYE GOT A CAESAR BOt,«BUTPtOHTSHI KNOW* HER H&k
CLAMOROUS HUSBAND. 
HOW  A B O U T  1C 
CUOPATRAIv






He led a low spade towards I 
dummy’s queen, hoping that West 
had the king of spades. West 
played the seven and the queen 
lost to the king. Back came a 
trump, and South was in bad 
shape. He had two clubs and a | 
spade still to lose.
Declarer cashed all his trumps I 
and would have made the ,con-1 
tract but for excellent discard­
ing by East. East had noted I 
West’s play of the seven on the 
:!irst spade lead. He decided to 
play declarer for spade-length 
and hung on grimly to the 9-6-31 
of spades.
Eventually, South had to con­
cede another spade trick, which, I 
together with the two club losers, 
resulted in 'a  one trick set. The 
combination of thd trump lead by 
West and good discarding by 
East proved to be more than! 
South could handle..
Yet, declarer should have made I 
the contract. South lost the hand 
at trick , two. In effect, he. shot 
the works by playing West to | 
have the king of spades.
There was a much better line I 
of play available which would 
probably succeed regardless of 
which defender had the king of| 
spades.
At trick two South should lead| 
the jack of spades.
If it is taken by tho king, dum­
my’s queen becomes nn entry to I 
cash the ace of diamonds. If the 
defence rejects the -jack of I 
spndcs, South leads the ace ancj
another spade, ruffing in dummy | 
and winds 
Bpare,
HOW MUCH DO 
YOU KNOW ABOUT 
THE PALACE?.
6000! WE MAY T J  
HAVE TO GET 
AROUND K A HURST/.
MsamwwlsL ,  THAT 5  A STXAN6S CWAT 
TO HAVE COMB 
THE HALLOf«MlRR5f?S.t 
WUST Nonpyn« LOCAL 
SECURITY CFRCER
-jjpps- EVERY NIGHT ITS 
THESAME THING 
STALL-SWLL' 
AREN'T YuU «- 
ASHAMED?
/
mT O O T S I E / I  WAS TALKING 
WERE YOUr TO WHATS BEHIND | 




MY, BUT TH’ BOYS 
iDIDAGOOD JOB 
i IN CLEANIN’ UP 
] TH’ VACANT LOT/
N O T A  SIGN O’ OL* 
CANS, BOARDS OR 
TRASH ANYWHERE/
'W;>V
S H 1 E !
t h ope  they Ke e p  
TH’ INSIDE O’THEIR 
SHACK JUST AS 
o rd eru y .a n :
1 1 ^ 1 3
CAN'T BETOO CAREFUL’) '' 
THESE DAYS l j
[
(SOOO PLACE 
TO GET YOUR 
POCKETS 
PICKED!
V U H  O U S H T T A  i  
BE SAAART LIKE 
X  AAAaaa t  rlr  _
/ “i
i p r
LOUIE/ WHAT A RE >tDU.DOING 
WATCHING T ELEV IS IO N ?/
YOU WERE 1»LD TO e a t  lu n ch
AND PRACT ICE) __ r~,  0 ,n '
eon  a n  P i  d id #
HOUR' nrCUNCA'OONALOl HOUR. — honest,
l^HOW COULD VOUF ’ 
I’VE BEEN GONE
ONLY AN ... *
HOUR/j/IXATE LUNCHm
• r . J
- A T  T H E  S A M E
Sc
^  -A I--—1*
I'M  OLD MAGGIBf W U MUST 
W  ROY ROGERS i
I’Ve MBARD ABOUT 
took wATeR-wrrcmHO 
MAGGie/ Meer hank 
PERKINS... HE OWNS 
THU RANCH WHERB 
X HIRED YOU TD. . 
LOCATE WATBRl /
HSY. MAI WOK AT THIS! •'’hSm ^
HCCta «OMETMIN<l Wl OUOM (WHTI
W IL L, i f i j  J U i f i  
MiATWfHKCO






Okanagan residents will have 
the opportunity of bearing four 
outstanding speakers af a special 
Scientific forum to be held a t the 
Senior . high school auditorium 
-Wednesday evening, Feb, 5 at 
8 o’clock. The forum is being 
brought to the Okanagan as * 
public service b y  the University 
of British Columbia.
Among the speakers will be 
Frank Noakes, professor a n d  
bead of the department of elec­
trical engineering! Dr. Noakes in 
,1937 was engaged by the depart- 
inent of transport as an assistant 
to the engineer laying out air­
fields between' Winnipeg and 
Swift Current. He was appoint­
ed associate professor of electri­
cal engineering UBC in 1946. .
Dr. Noakes holds his B.Sc. 
(E.E.) University of Alberta; 
M.S. (E.'E.) Iowa State College, 
1938; Fh.D. (E.E.) Iowa State 
College. 1940. His membership In 
professional societies include the 
Frofessipnal Engineers, of B.C., 
and he is also chairman of the 
board of examiners, electrical 
branch, Professional Engineers 
o tB C .
While at Iowa State College, 
he worked on advanced degrees, 
and his master’s thesis was on 
. “Analysis . of Torque inr the In­
duction Motor.” At University o! 
Toronto frbm 1940-43, he lectur­
ed on electricity, machinery and 
, applied electromagnetic theory.
For a time he was engaged by 
the Ontario Hydro Electric 
«Power. Commission as an assist- 






COUNCIL A T WORK




City of Kelowna already has 
'saved 810,000” on the proposed 
890,000 waterworks project, ac­
cording to Aid. Jack Treadgokf. !
In reputing to the regular 
weekly city council meeting,'Aid. 
Treadgold advised that the quan­
tity of pipe required for the pro­
ject could be secured for $37,000, 
whereas the sum of $47,000 had 
been estimated for the necessary 
pipe.
In the December 12 elections, 
civic ratepayers had approved a 
$90,000 bylaw for renovations and 
additions to the city's waterworks 
system. v * y
Aid. Treadgold said his depart­
ment had sought quotations from 
six firms, and the prices received 
for the pipe ranged from a little 
under $37,000 up to $52,000.
By formal resolution, council 
approved purchase of the neces­
sary pipe for the $37,000, fob 
KelQwna, from the Canadian 
Johns Manville CO.
ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION
Electrical consumption in the 
city still is on the incYease, but 
January’s hike was the’lowest in 
years, according to Aid. Donald 
Horton. He said the increase for 
1958-over the same, month of 







Framework of two important 
civic committees soon will be 
completed, it was learned at city 
; council meeting Monday night.
• Mayor R. F. Parkinson report­
ed that Ynajority of personnel for 
the youth council and the town 
planning commission had been 
chosen.
v With a few more additions and 
formal notification given to all 
.concerned, the two committees 
would be ready to operate.
City fathers /demurred over 
two long lists of names and it 
appeared likely that both commit­
tees would be large, consisting of 
, well over a dozen individuals. 
GROWING DELINQUENCY
The mayor, in his inaugural 
address Jan. 6, promised that 
a youth council would be formed 
in the city to deal with the grow­
ing incidence of juvenile delin­
quency.
Monday night His . Worship
• noted that the citizens were keen­
ly aware of the situation regard­
ing juvenile delinquency, as evi-
S ced, for example, by their at- iance at last week’s, panel on 
that subject, at the senior high 
‘school auditorium.
Also Monday, the mayor told
S incil that the planning com- ssion has an urgent job ahead 
in revamping the zoning regula­
tions and the building bylaws. 
PROBATION OFFICER 
The mayor also reported to 
council Monday that he and the 
other two members of the coun­
cil/ who will all be in Victoria 




Odium Brown Investments Ltd. 
366 Bernard Ave.
Today’s Eastern Prices
(as at .12 noon)
AVERAGES 
New York (Dow Jones)
PROF. FRANK tioAKES
AT GLENM0RE
B.C. Centennial Flag 
Officially Presented
GLENMORE — Glenmore cen­
tennial chairman H. M. Willett 
officially presented the B.C. Cen­
tennial Flag to council at their 
regular meeting last Monday 
afternoon. In accepting the flag 
on behalf of council. Reeve Mou- 
bray thanked Mr. Willett for the 
work done by the centennial com­
mittee, and pledged the support 
of council in Glenmore’s cele­
bration this year.
Glenmore council will present 
a resolution at the next meeting 
of the Okanagan Valley Muni­
cipal Association being held at 
Lumby in February. The resolu­
tion deals with a section of the 
water act which exempts irriga­
tion owned properties from muni­
cipal taxation, even though the 
property is not used in the. op­
eration of the irrigation distrivt. 
Council feels that this is not the
ney-General Bonner to press for 
a local probation officer in Kelow­
na.
He said expert opinion holds 
that delinquency and crime in 
general would moderate with a
probation officer always avail­
able in Kelpwna. At the present 
time, a probation officer’ from 
Vernon comes to Kelowna two 
days a week;
original intent of the water act, 
and is seeking through this reso­
lution, to have the water act 
amended so that only the irri 
gation properties used in the 
operation of the district will re­
ceive the benefit of tax ex 
emption. Glenmore delegates to 
the next Okanagan Valley Muni­
cipal Association meeting are 
Reeve P. R. Moubray; Council 
lors L. *E. Marshall, V. Haddad, 
Yamamoto; municipal clerk J 
H. Hayes, and building inspector 
S. Pearson.
Irving Gorby levelled  to Van­
couver to spend the weekend with 
friends.
Mrs. Walter Bohren, who has 
been a recent patient in the Kel­
owna General Hospital is now at 
home recuperating..
The group committee of the 
Glenmore Guides and Brownies 
is holding a meeting on Wednes­
day, Feb. 5 at the home of Mrs.i 
Jack Snowsell at 8:00 p.m. Any­
one interested in the Guide and 
Brownie movement in this dis­
trict will be most welcome at this 
meeting. Chairman of the group 
committee is Mrs. S. Pearson 




30 Industrails 457.10 +3.12
20 Rails 110.51 +  .51
15 Utilities 72.45 — .04
Toronto
20 Industrials 417.00 +2.60
20 Golds 77.46 +  .98
10 Base Metals 151.45 +1.66
15 Oils 134.68 +  .32
’‘They’ll be staggered 
they get the bill!”
Thus_remarked, Aid. J^ck
TreadTreadgold after he told city 
council that during the past week 
some 700 yards of gravel had 
been dumped by city trucks in 
lanes, in the city and that Inland 
Natural Gas Company would be 
required to foot some of the ex­
pense.
Council admitted that the gas 
company was not completely to 
blame for the muddy, sunken con­
dition of the lanes, placing a 
share of the responsibility on the 
mild weather, lack of frost, and 
the precipitation 
Gravel was placed whenever a 
complaint“ was registered with 
the city. In most cases, the lanes 
concerned had been dug up dur­
ing the summer and autumn to 
lay .the natural gas pipelines 
Aid. Treadgold said the gas 
company was willing to pay its 
share of the cost and left the 
decision to the city. What percen­
tage of ’the total cost would be 
assessed against the company 
wasn't figured out.
DEPUTY MAYOR
’ In line with Mayor R. F. Park­
inson’s announced intention at 
the start of the year to appoint 
a deputy mayor, Aid. Jack 
Treadgold will fill that post dur­
ing February. Aid. R. :D. Knox 
was deputy mayor during Janu­
ary.
PROPERTY OFFER 
Another offer of $200 each for 
lots in the heavy industrial area 
has been received by the city. 
Last week, council apnroved 
selling two lots to a local con­
tractor at that price—for the pur­
pose of building a storage shed.
Latest offer was from. Okana 
gan Telephone Co., which firm 
tendered a cheque in the sum of 
$600 for three lots in the vicinity 
of Ethel and Crowley. The com­
pany’s letter indicated that the 
lots would be used to erect an 
aluminum or steel storage gar
They will arrange to be in Vic­
toria Friday afternoon. Two of 
the cqpncil. have reservations in 
the Legislative Assembly on that 
date, when Premier 'Bennett pre­
sents his budget. A special invi­
tation to attend the budget 
address was* extended to the 
mayor.
SUPPORT RESOLUTION
A Glenmore resolution to be 
presented to the annual Okana­
gan Valley Municipal Associa­
tion meeting at Lumby Feb. 13 
will be supported by the dty of 
Kelowna. .
City council decided this Mon­
day night.
The resolution calls on the at­
torney-general of B.C. to amend 
section (57 .of the water act in 
order that property owned by an 
irrigation district be subject to 
municipal assessment and taxa­
tion in the normal manner, if 
such property is held or occu 
pied otherwise . than by or on 
behalf of the irrigation district.
BROKEN STREET LIGHTS
Persistent breaking . of street 
lights in the vicinity of Osprey 
and North has aroused the ire of 
residents there to such a degree 
that they have petitioned city 
council for preventative action.
Electrical superintendent E. 
Guy reported that three' lamps 
had been replaced within the past 
10 days. Young' rock-throwers 
are blamed.
licences and current tax collec­
tions are up so fax this year, as 
compared to Upt year, according 
to. city comptroller Douglas Her­
bert.
In his January report to coun­
cil, Mr. Herbert gave the follow­
ing figures (January, 1957's jn|> 
brackets): , V
Trade licences issued, 405 
(382); trade licence fees collect­
ed, $9,176.50 ($8,454); professional 
licences issued. 42 (31); profes­
sional tax collected, $840 ($620); 
current tax prepayment, $54,504 
($39,939). * . ,
INVESTMENT FUNDS
Prices quoted on a net basis.
All Cdn Compound 5.80 6.30
All Cdn Dividend 5.02 5.46
Can. Invest Fund 7.95 8.73
Diversified “B” 3.00 3.30
Grouped Income 3.25 3.55
Investors Mutual 9.21 9.95
Trans-Canada “B” 23.50 _
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After months of consideration, 
an application for subdivision of 
property In the 800 Mock Leon 
Ave., south side, was turned 
down by city council Monday
^Certain aspects ot the subdi­
vision as proposed did not appeal
i ,
TUB DAILY COURIER O 
TU E8.FEB  4. 1958 0
to the city fathers, though some 
hallmembers of the city 






Sr. High School Auditorium
(P lease  n o te  c h a n g e  fro m  th e  A quq tic)
Wednesday February 5th
a t 8 p.m. ''
: \ * ■ < 1
Featuring a  distinguished panel from the  University of British Columbia
■t
DR* GORDON M. SHRUM,
O.B.E.. M.M.. B.A., M.A., HI.D., , 
> F.B.8JC. ' \
Dean of the Faculty of Graduate Studies 
. Professor and Head, Department ot 
Physics
Member National Research Council 
ot Canada ■/ ■ npmmmmimqqmm f
DR* FRANK NOAKES,
BBC.. MB . Plt,D„ A.I.B.E., M.E.I.C. 
Professor and Head.
i . Department of Electrical Engineering 
Research Consultant '1*1 (■' \ ■ |Vl ■> t ; ■ .
- iQuefttlone Are Invited
DR. MARVIN D. DARRAC1I, 
B.A., M.A., PH.D.
Professor and Head, Department of 
( Biochemistry
National Research Council Advisory 
Committee on Medical Research
DR. IAN McTAGGABT-COWAN
B.A., PH.D.. F.RU.C.
t ’Professor and Head, (
Department of Zoology, Board of. 










































Applications for . trade licences 
from the following’were approved 
by council Monday night;
D. and E. Schellenberg, for 15 
rooms for rent, at 1848 Pendozi 
St.
H. C. Wightman, warm air 
heating, air c6nditioning, sheet 
metal, 391 Lawrence Ave.
Hazel B. Smith, four rooms for 
rent, 1458 Ethel St.
Manufacturers’ Life Assurance 
Co., per H. R. Hawley, life in­
surance, 318 Bernard Ave.
Mrs. Phoebe M. Isert, six 
age and storage building and tojrooms to rent, 1441 Richter-St. 
set up skids to store poles and Byron Beever, electrical con- 
other construction material. tractor, 513 Lawrence Ave.
The letter further indicated ¥ 
that the present stock of poles SPECIAL MEETING 
would be removed from the pre- Wheels were set in motion 
sent exchange lot ‘‘to an area Monday mghf.to call a special 
more remote from the residen- Public meeting at the council 
tial area." chamber Monday, Feb. 17, at
Council will advise the com- 7:30 P-m., to hear representa- 
pany that a fourth lot, only 31 tions from interested persons on 
feet wide, and next to the three the proposed rezoning of property 
wanted by the company should between Boyce Crescent and 
also be-considered. Lake Avenue along Pendozi St.,
If the three were let go, it I from residential to multiple 
would reduce to almost nil the dwelling. 
chances of selling the other lot, L  Lota m question extend from 
because of its smaU size and be- Buckland to Lake on Pendozi and 
cause it is immediately adjacent ?n the other side of Mill Creek,\ 
to a residential zone. the creek to Boyce Cres­
cent. If the area concerned is 
GOING TO VICTORIA rezoned, taxes will be higher,
Mayor Parkinson, Aid. Arthur council pointed out.
Jackson and Aid. Treadgold, to -L _  a _ - .
gether with city assessor J . M. VINAL READING ,
Markle and city comptroller Final reading to Bylaw 1938, 
Douglas Herbert, will be going to authorizing the subdivision of dis- 
Victoria later this week to con- trict lot 4083 and part of district 
fer with the premier, and pos-lot 139, on the west' Side of the 
-sibly other cabinet members, power house, was .given by 




Fines of $567.50 wpre. realized 
during January, from 200 prose­
cutions, under city traffic bylaws, 
according to the monthly report 
of special traffic officer L  A, N. 
Potterton. Eighteen courtesy tic­
kets were issued during the 
foonth.
SIGN AGREEMENT
City fathers are prepared to 
sign an agreement with Associat­
ed Engineering Services Ltd., to 
cover professional'services \o be 
rendered in the sewage treatment 
plant project, which project was 
approved by the ratepayers last 
month, providing a total of 
$210,000.
Duties will include design, 
office supervision and field and 
resident inspection. Fees will be 
six per cent of the value of work 
up to $100,000; 5% per cent of 
value of work between $100,000 
and $200,000, and five per cent of 
the value of work in excess of 
$200,000,
FIRST READING?
First three reading of bylaw 
1939, authorizing sale of two lots 
in the heavy industrial section to 
Gustave Briese for the sum of 
$200 each were given Monday 
night.
LOCAL TRIO ARRESTED 
^  BY ARMSTRONG POLICE 
"Three local youths were ar­
rested in Armstrong overnight 
following1 a disturbance there. 
They were expected to be charg­
ed later today. One of the youths 
was reported to have been in­





Just what the children need 
for this in-between weather. 
Good stocks in a large vari­
ety of styles and sizes.'
Cardigans and pullovers in 
sizes 1 to 14, ,
See the quality . . .  (eel the 
texture (or yourself at—
LONG
SUPER DRUGS LID .
“Where All Kelowna Saves'*
P A R A M O U N T PHONE3111
Book Tickets are Economical 
NOW SHOWING — TWICE NIGHTLY —  7 and 9 p.m.
A
BOND QUOTATIONS
(•band fcrSOW UNTURY.fO* _______
y m m c o p e
COMING —  WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY ONLY
DEVIL'S H A IR PIN













Okanagan Investments Limited 
, 280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.
(as at 12 noon /E.S.T.)
Dominion of Canada
Bid Asked
5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 99.60 99.75
6th Victory Loan 
3% due 1960 98.35 , 98.50
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 97.50 97.70
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 97.00 <97%
9th Victory Loan 
3% due 1966 96.00 98%
Provincials
Manitoba Hydro , i




A L L - H IT E  
S T E E L  l l t O N I N G  T A B L E  
A N D  A U T O M A T IC  




N. Ont Gas 11%
Trans Canada C 26%































5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1965 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1977 
Ontario.
5% due 1964 
Ontario 
5% due 1975 
Corporations 
Abitibi
,4%% due 1906 
B.A. Oil 
i%% due 1977 
B.C. Electric 
5%% due 1977 
Home Oil 
5% due 1971 
Woodward's 
5% dup 1977 
Inland Nt. Gas 
5%% due 1977 
Loblaw .
6% due 1977 
Westcoast Tr. ”C” 
5%% due 1988 
Kelly Douglas 
6% due 1977




BAGHDAD (Reuters) — Iraq’s 
population has grown by 1,721,- 
024, about one-thlyd, in 10 years,
PEOPLE 
DO READ
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h o ld '
BELIEVE IT I_  Ji!£ i
T  iddV ' SubtroiH *\MuWp'lw •
• * Totals * Sub-To ĵ1, ----- \
Afk lew a  demomtratlon o f 1bl* 
low -pflced A ll-E lectric 'add in g  
machine— a! your convenience—  
on your own work.
Underwood Limited








W A S H E R
AUTOMATIC PRISSURI ,RIIRASK WRINGER '
Safer for you and your clothes, Just push the wringer 
or pull back on the clothes and pressure releases,, 
instantly.
SMART, MODERN DESIGN
Available in your cholco of color. Lifetime protected 
by ‘Epbn* undercoating. ' ■ ■ \ ,
DOUBLE-WALL TUB
A h space between tubs keeps the water hot for repeated 
use, Full capacity inner tub of stainless steel will not 
rust, stain or chip.
6 MINUTE WASHING ACTION 
Beatty washfrs have always cleaned clothes far faster
and more thoroughly than others.) .
,' (l » ' ■ ■ .1
N O  MONEY DOW N — $ 2 .5 0  A WEEK -  6  YEAR GUARANTEE
BARR &
(INTERIOR) LTD.
,594 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3039
< V V , *!' » -
